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workshop facilitated by Tobi Jacobi, Elise, Britt, Lauren, Sarah, Meg, 
Emma, Kathy, Ann Rose, and Mary Ellen. Adding to this diverse chorus 
are two youth writing groups from Turning Point’s Boys House and Girls 
House, facilitated by Olivia, Shelly, Amanda, Becky, and Vani. Throughout 
the semester, creative energy poured through the fingertips of these 
prolific writers and onto the page. Male, female, youth and adult, each 
writer brought a unique style and voice to the works within.
 
A very special thanks to Dianne Bacorn and the Larimer County Detention 
Center, Gwen Bell and the Turning Point, and the CSU Community 
Literacy Center for providing staff and material support. We would also 
like to give heartfelt thanks to Otter Box, the Bohemian Foundation, and 
the Erion Foundation for their grant support. We give special thanks to 
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attention speakout! writers
You may continue to submit and publish your 
work through the SpeakOut! 2.0 website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com
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introduction

Within these pages are messages of hope, motivation, and compassion. 
Compassion for others and the uniqueness of each person’s struggle. 
Motivation to unite and support one another. Hope that love and self-
understanding are within reach. Hope that someone is listening. Within 
these pages also lies an invitation. Through telling and sharing their 
stories, these writers are inviting you to look into their worlds, to gain a 
greater understanding of the physical and social spaces that separate us. 
Through writing, we hope you will be inspired to act, pushed to conspire 
with pages of your own. 
 
The words that come together from these four writing workshops are 
stronger together than they would be apart. They house a treasure trove 
of insight about what it means to live and fail and thrive and grow in the 
spring of 2014. They reveal something important about why words and 
their circulation speak to the very core of who we are as human beings, 
as citizens of a shared planet. In a time when national and international 
news rarely delivers stories of human kindness and success, we look 
to the written word for solace, humor, joy, and the restoration that the 
imagination and creativity can sometimes deliver. 
 
For fourteen weeks this spring, writers from all backgrounds came 
together through the SpeakOut! Writing Workshops. Some came out of 
curiosity; others were motivated by the will to articulate their thoughts, 
lives, dreams, and passions. Once a week, we wrote and shared poetry 
(from haiku to experimental), short stories, plays, songs, and other pieces 
of writing inspired by our lives and by each other. Each session opened with 
writers reading their work and closed with writers submitting work for 
feedback and publication. Throughout the spring, we explored metaphor, 
identity, and dichotomies. We discussed the intersection of words and 
music and how lyrics impact sound. Collaborative writing exercises were 
also a frequent occurrence as we further illuminated the symphony of 
voices comprising the SpeakOut opus. 
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The primary philosophy of the SpeakOut! Writing Workshop is that every 
person has a story to tell; each has words that are valuable and necessary. 
We encourage each writer to tell his/her own story and represent personal 
experiences on paper. Whether it be directly supporting fellow writers while 
in workshop through feedback, encouragement, or emotional support or 
indirectly speaking to someone through the written word, inspiration and 
collaboration were plentiful resources throughout the development of this 
publication.  This “Socialize to Harmonize” volume explores issues of love, 
loss, growth, hope, and the many things our collective hands have done 
(see our collaborative poems!).  These highlight some of the brief moments 
in life that provide motivation for the actions that follow, both positive and 
negative.  Once writings begin to circulate beyond our workshop tables, 
we envision readers from all walks of life coming to know us more fully.
 
This journal is dedicated to writers past and present at the Larimer County 
Jail and Turning Point.  Each bravely joins the women and men across 
our globe who struggle against oppression, poverty, abuse, and gender 
discrimination by creating and publishing their stories, poems, essays, and 
artwork. This is a collection of their work, voices that reach into the future 
and remind us that there are untold ways to come together to compose 
harmony, within the self as well as the collective.  

Want to Contribute to the SpeakOut! Writing Program? 
Please visit our website for more information: 
http://csuclc.wordpress.com/donate/ 
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I pray for my children who are mad at me
I pray for my father who has been diagnosed with cancer
I pray for each and every person who has lost
someone near and dear to their hearts—
Mother, sister, father, brother.

I pray that I am accepted for who I am, 
not what I used to do.
I pray for my release from this horrible
time and place in my life. 

I pray for the arms of God to wrap around me 
so I can finally feel the love that I deserve.
I pray for change, equality and peace in this world
filled with jealousy, hate and discrimination.

I pray for understanding and closure on my past, 
so that I can finally call it ancient history.

ellie 

i pray

There is silence in my home
 no more children cry
there is silence to my phone
 no one is needing to pry
there is silence to my perfume
 because it had run dry
there is silence to my clothes
 as I lay down and die
there is silence to my shoes
 as I will no longer be 
passing by

silence
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why do I feel like I’m in a place
where people think they’re dying!?
all around me I hear women cryin,
why me? oh please, someone out there
please help me! It wasn’t me, I’ll be good.

I hear this all the time,
whine, whine, whine.
If you didn’t want to be here,
then you should have not gotten 
yourself in this little bind
stop f****** up then 
you’ll be just fine!

-R- down on your knees in your car front seat, Execution style, 
while taking your very last breath…hmmmm….My brothers and sisters 
I’m  just here to warn you.  Please watch your step… your front & your 
back!  
It will be a A-ris-to-crat-the-dirty rat.  A member of the upper class, 1 
with style—1 with taste! Watch the words that are served with hate!

Keep 13teen love on your plate—never hate!!  
Although that may be easier 2 say than done better –B- gametight.  
Never run from life when you know you a child of the sun.

Don’t ask me why@  Nor tell me s***!  Nobody acts as if they knows—
Loose lips have sinked ships—Mankind is definitely in a grip!

So, I-C- U haven’t  been told, Just as you 
nourish your body with food u feed your soul with thought; 
sights and sounds from all around and your soul reaches out 
for beauty and unity with faith and grace, not hate.  
Remember, U become what you THANK! 
Not as in “thank you” but THANK as in THINK!

ms. paris
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ms paris

Go with the flow and understand the
words that are coming out of my
mouth, then inner-stand -2- understand
which ever is first
Then perhaps your mind will begin the
climb -2- join that never ending dance
while rejoicing at the end of every Winter and the start every Spring,        
a new beginning
with the renewal of life.
While feeling the presence of wind
blowing through the hair.
The sweet smell -4- which it brings
along the way, the evening sun
bathing on your face, with the slow pull of gravity
which swings into sky and air.
No longer having life pass you by while
conjuring up the many sweet sensations
of life's grand, wonderful creation.

finding other senses

boo
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Inner-stand -2- Understand
No Matter A Man's Plan
“Still I Rise”

I'm unspoiled, unoccupied
with the filthy waste of hate
Got none of that sh*t on my plate and I Rise

Instead I'm inhabited & occupied
With the high of the most highzzz I Rise

When I close my eyes I keep a Smile
So the chemistry mines inside prepares me -2- Inner-stand me.
It begins inside,
So I Rise.

Don't act so damn surprised when U-C-My Shine
Don't try to take what's mine
I'll give-u-a little piece of mind
And Still I Rise
My Soul No Longer feels – abandoned
Bare dead-defeated or depleted
Still I Rise

I'm stocked & stuffed with all Good Stuff
Intacted & loaded & overflowing with the knowledge of just knowing
Still I Rise and,
I Rise,
I Rise.

ms paris

i rise
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Loose Lips Sink Ships—Mankind is in a grip.

This isn’t about storing gold- r – silver coins or 
canned foods –r- getting out your AK’s cuz they’re
 yelling police state!  -4- Goodness sake, 
It’s about saving not selling your soul, 
Tell me why nobody knows.

Hum hum

Loose Lips Sink Ships—Mankind is –n- a grip!

Hum hum who me!

I just keep it moving—(because it will be done by their-
own doing and undoing!)  Let me explain the meaning of “undoing”:
 “The bringing of ruin” –“a cause 2 ruin me it will be by a member 
of (Ar-is-toc-ra-cy) = A government by a—privileged minority.

Tell me why nobody knows that loose lips sink ships! 
Mankind is in a grip!  Ok then you tell me—but—wait

Hum hum hum

Is it about the tendency to obsess on the New World Order 
to get depressed, It will have your mind at your best—Check 
When you begin to f*** with their religion peep they have been 
doing this here s***!  B-4-I was born, So let me 4-warn! Check hmmm.  
Hmmmm.

Best to go buy a bullet proof vest, so you will wake, with a hole-n-your 
chest.  Check yippin and b****, 
talking and crying.

in a grip

ms paris
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yippin and b****in, 
talking and crying.
why do I feel like I’m in a place
where people think they’re dying!?

all around me I hear women cryin,
why me? oh please, someone out there
please help me! It wasn’t me, I’ll be good.

I hear this all the time,
whine, whine, whine.
If you didn’t want to be here,
then you should have not gotten 
yourself in this little bind
stop f***ing up then 
you’ll be just fine!

noise

the boss
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bojan v. 
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bojan v. 
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a2

untitled

It’s 10pm, the H.O. (the housing
Officer) or maybe we should say
The Baby Sitter- Yells out lock Down
Lights out.
Laying in Bed, trying to Get
Comfortable flopping this way that.
Anxiety kicks in, thoughts start to 
Race through my Brain
Thinking about this, thinking about that…
Writing stories, and Poems in my Head.
Watching as time slowly escapes by
Monitoring the clock as I lay there
-Three hours have passed still can’t 
Switch the brain off.
-Took my medication for this but 
The caffeine in the freeze dried
Coffee has counter acted my medication
-Only a few hours to Go till Roll Call
And the “Garbage Truck” other wise
Known as the meal cart shows.
Now I lay here missing and Hoping
For my meds to kick in and yet I 
Sit here writing this to you.
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ant

you

You are so empowered and so strong
You see the good in all no matter what they done
Your generosity and grace, none can compare
Your love is astounding and very rare
You made me thirty years ago, how time flys by
I just want you to know, I love you mom

clear sight

Running thoughts vicariously fleeting
The world just sits the people just waiting
Suicide as hope fails
The people can’t see and greed prevails
Now the Son of God and so many don’t know
The Demons laugh wickedly
as evil steadily starts to grow
Hate love redemption, many so confused
Everyone must know that he loves them, me and you
So open your eyes and you will see
That God loves all of us, them, you, and me
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an ode to thee

My love, my darling I was hoping so much to gaze upon thee
to see you in all thy beauty
to kiss they sacred lips 
to be held in thy embrace
woe is me confined behind these walls
where light seems to fail and hope seems to fall
thy memory is all that sees me through
my love, my all I miss you

untitled

Love is… feeling complete in an incomplete world.

People are… cows. They are big enough to break through the gate, but 
have been conditioned to stay within the barrier. 

I am… a figure of speech that just got recognized. 

Life is… nothing but a constant challenge of all aspects.

Time is… never on your side. It will be against you forever. 

ant
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ant

i am

I am a soldier of the streets
I am the one that keeps the peace
I am the Gangsta I don’t want to be

I can do anything if I try
I can change my life and not get high
I can change oh I can change

I will learn from my ways
I will be better everyday
I will strive and focus on the future

I am not a quitter or a loser
I am not gonna let my situation rule me
I am not going down without a fight

I cannot help anyone else unless I help myself
I cannot find a reason not to change
I cannot fail myself or my son

I will not give up and turn and run
I will not let anyone keep me down
I will not continue my life as a clown.

Author’s Note: The way I see it, you can keep going in circles and keep 
coming back here… or you can decide to grow up and change! My name 
is Jon and everyone calls me Ant.
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d.c. purgatory

what would you do?

A little shot of Adrenaline
A little shot of Mean
A strong dose of Hatred
I can feel my pulse quickening
Have to stop myself
Before it’s too late
I know I need help
Before I make another mistake
The eyes are always watching
The ears that always hear
The people who are aware
take advantage
Try to make it look like fear
But what I fear isn’t them
It’s what I’ll do next
I’m afraid of myself
Go ahead, Mr. Authoritarian
Take words out of context
It’s just the way I feel
It’s not a threat
Stop punishing me
for being real
Another charge is another regret
You know the deal
The pain I feel…
From actions long ago
The only ones who can truly empathize
Are the ones in the know 
Just brush it off my brothers and sisters…that’s right
I’m talkin’ to you
They’re ignorant, arrogant fools
They don’t know what you can do
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But we can’t stay inside forever
They profit off our misery
It hurts you not to hurt them
I’m also talking to me
My real Anger Management lies in a plant
Not big pharma
Don’t take this for a rant
Let’s not forget about karma
Nobody talks about the life-long side effects…
of the institution…worse than any drug I’ve done
Socially deranged mental contusions
And they say I’m insane? I bet they think they’ve won
More poison is the cure…to the poison
Now my biggest problem is their solution
But they have stocks in this business,
and the things they say…It’s a game they play $$$
Where’s my absolution?
Where’s the accountability, the oversight…
for the power they’e abusing?
I’m not an animal…
Yet
But there are many who have turned, just like the revolving door.
And they’re not so quick to forget.
Homeless, jobless, carless, hopeless
Victims of a War. 
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d.c. purgatory

dragstrip

Cohesive, Translucent, Abusive of Language Conducive to
behavior that’s  Lucid and plays games of madness with the brains
of the masses.
The fastest thoughts that get blasted through the skull and lose control
They’re gargantuan and massive
Spastic and crazy, never plastic or lazy when I’m at the wheel
of this crash waiting to happen
this intellectual whiplash that snaps the collision back into place
because, believe it or not the seatbelt was fastened.
Astonishment on your face, try to recollect what took place in that
intense chase where the victim of the pursuit was you
Smashing into yourself, full on impact
As you crack the code of the road-map that explodes everytime 
You get zapped by inspiration
Time’s never wasted when nouns & verbs are pacing at an
alarming speed
Gracing and greasing the wheels of imagination
In a labyrinth of pure octane
and amazement
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d.c. purgatory

untitled

Below Me
Aggravation
Too much time wasted
Hating
Want to change so bad
Instinct
Can’t always control it
Verbal abuse
Makes me want to destroy them
DISRESPECT
Is not humorous to me
Be careful
They could be right behind you
Consequences
Not worth the blood
Not worth the time
Not worth the life wasted
Not worth my mind
Help ME
Destroy the button that destroys me
When pushed
Consequences
Evict the reaction that follows
When they annoy me
Peace  
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d.c. purgatory

A shout out to those who took the oath
To protect and defend the Constitution against all Enemies
Both Foreign and Domestic
But only if you’re going to keep it. 
A shout out to those who aren’t necessarily part of anything
But take the oath anyway
To Operation Sleeping Giant
To All True Americans- Left, Right, or Middle
Remember Divide and Conquer is the oldest trick in the Book
May Freedom never die… Ever!
Take a closer look- Be the one that’s clever
Take off the blinders 
See the real crooks for who they are 
The choice to choose your own choices
No matter how controversial the voices
RISE!
WE ARE ONE

the oath
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d.c. purgatory

you can’t let freedom ring without hitting the bell

Could You Imagine
No Judge, No Jury, No Trial?
Could you imagine “confessing” to crimes…
You never even committed- torture
Can you imagine what life was like under Hitler?
Stalin? Mao Zedong? Castro?
Could you imagine being harvested for body parts?
Could you imagine the living hell of living in China?
N. Korea? Cuba?
What if you were always surrounded by Jack-Booted Thugs in 
camouflage?
A Militarized Police force with armored assault vehicles?
Could you imagine people listening to your every private conversation?
Watching everything you do? Collecting all your information?
Satellites, cameras, G.P.S.- AKA smartphones
R.F.I.D. Chips (radio frequency identification device) smaller than a 
grain?
Could you imagine telling the truth and getting labeled a traitor?
How about a sex offender?
ED Snowden- N.S.A Julian Assange- wikileaks
Is the Patriot Act Fallacy or Fact?
What if your whole life was like that Jim Carrey movie- the Truman 
Show?
Accept a complete and total nightmare, like the book 1984?
It sucks to be on their list
Is my tin foil hat showing again?
But the National Defense Authorization Act does exist! Indefinite 
Detention
And the real fear monsters and conspiracy theorists 
want you to believe we’re all criminals and terrorists!
Guilty Till Proven Innocent
But Liberty Will Persist!
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d.c. purgatory
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dennis 

i won’t say it
All these broken bits shake around like pieces of glass in a drawer that 
I reached into in the middle of the night.  I can’t remember what I was 
looking for-something important that I needed.  I slammed my hand in 
there.  It was warm before it hurt.  I didn’t care what had broken, I just 
hoped I’d feel numb before I pulled the deep pieces out.  I knew that it 
would scar.

By the time I got all bandaged up, turned the light on and looked in there, 
I just saw blood and garbage in it.  I threw it all out with my left hand.

Usually when I spend a while looking for something I’ll think I left it in 
that damned drawer.  Family calendar, grocery list, always my car keys, 
but every time I open it there is nothing here.  I’m so mad I don’t even 
remember where the dark stains came from-they don’t come out.  I slam 
it shut, usually.

I don’t even want to keep anything in that rickety bastard anymore.  It’d 
probably fall out and I’d lose it too.  Sometimes we all laugh at the crooked 
empty drawer no one knows what to do with.  I think I’m the only one who 
really forgets it’s empty.

Some nights though, when I shut the door and it’s dark and I try to sleep, 
I feel like someone is going to need me and I have nightmares about them 
opening the drawer.
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serenity

god’s guidance

As the threatening “clouds of chaos” 
Gather in man’s muddled mind
While he searches for an answer
He alone can never find, may God turn our
Vision skyward so that we can see above
The gathering clouds of darkness and behold
God’s brightening love—

For today we’re facing problems man alone
Can never solve, for it takes much
More than genius to determine and resolve
The conditions that confront us all around on
Every side, daily mounting in intensity
Like the restless, rising tide—
But we’ll find new strength and wisdom
Instead of proud resistance.

We humbly call upon the Lord and seek
Divine assistance. For the spirit can
 Unravel many tangled, knotted threads
That defy the skill and power of the
World’s best hands and heads—for the
Plans of growth and progress of which we
All have dreamed cannot survive
Materially unless THE SPIRIT
Is redeemed—so as another
Year dawns let us seek the Lord in
Prayer and place our future hopes
And plans securely in God’s care.
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A mother’s love is something that no one can explain,
It is made of deep devotion and of sacrifice and pain,
It is endless and unselfish and enduring come what may
For nothing can destroy it or take that love away…
It is patient and forgiving when all others are forsaking,
And it never fails or falters even though the heart is breaking…
It believes beyond believing when the world around condemns,
And it glows with all the beauty of the rarest, brightest gems…
It is far beyond defining, it defies all explanation,
And it still remains a secret like the mysteries of creation….
A many splendored miracle man cannot understand
And another wondrous evidence of God’s tender guiding hand.

a mother’s love

serenity

Where there is love the heart is light,
where there is love the day is bright,
where there is love there is a song 
to help when things are going wrong, 
where there is love there is a smile 
to make all things seem more worthwhile,
where there is love there is quiet peace, 
a tranquil place where turmoils cease.
Love changes darkness into light
and makes the heart take “wingless flight.”
Blessed are they who walk in love, 
they also walk with God above,
for God is love and through love alone
man finds the joy that the saints have known.

love
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serenity

open my eyes

God open my eyes so I may see
and feel your presence close to me…
Give me strength for my stumbling feet
as I battle the crowd on life’s busy street,
and widen the vision of my unseeing eyes
so in passing faces I’ll recognize
not just a stranger, unloved and unknown,
but a friend with a heart that is much like my own.
Give me perception to make me aware
that scattered profusely on life’s thoroughfare
are the best gifts of God that we daily pass by
as we look at the world with an unseeing eye.
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When life seems empty
And there’s no place to go
When your heart is troubled
And your spirits are low,
When friends seem few
And nobody cares
There is always God
To hear your prayers.
And whatever you’re facing
Will seem much less
When you go to God
And confide and confess,
For the burden that seems
Too heavy to bear
God lifts away
On the wings of prayer.
And seen through God’s eyes
Earthly troubles diminish
And we’re given new strength
To face and to finish
Life’s daily tasks
As they come along
If we pray for strength
To keep us strong
So go to Our Father
When troubles assail you
For his grace is sufficient
And he’ll never fail you.

serenity

when troubles assail you, god will not fail you
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rabbit

untitled

How many tears will I fall
How many times will I call
How many tiny kisses will I miss
How many more nights like this
How many times do they call for me
How much longer will it be
How much more remorse and shame
How much blame do I carry and claim
All I want to do is try and succeed
I cry cause my heart only hurts and bleeds
My precious holy trinity is all I need
Two holy trinities my father and my 3 seeds.

Green is so many things to me. 
Into my mind and memory

Green is my heritage, pure and tree
Mother nature giving life to me and you

Green is the grass fresh and cut 
The yummy pistachio pudding
That goes to our butt

Green is the color of so much greed
Green is the color of my heart so naïve

Green is the color of lady luck shine
Green is the color of a weeping willow’s vine

Green is the color of my eyes
Green is the bond inside of me and you which
Mother nature will always lie

green 
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rabbit

untitled

 Sometimes I think I am found
Others I know that maybe I will always be
Afloat at a neverending sea.

My sorrows run deep into my soul
For no one will ever feel what I hold.

The warmth I once let glow
Now overcome with such cold.

I let some in and to become a mistake
Empty and safe is better than once too late.

Wilted withered
Drowned delivered
Bound broken
A tarnished token
Beaten shattered
Bruised tattered
Feeling lost not that it mattered
Loosening its grip
It’s been a trip
Finding my I will not slip
Got it back what’s one just a nip
Here I hold it I finally believe
I never lost it, it was just burrowing 
Itself into me
Even though for a while I couldn’t see
 I know my wishing star wasn’t empty
As memories stream down my cheeks
I was just weak that where it was
My heart was holding me.

untitled
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rabbit

untitled

Here I write a real letter
 Instead of a email
 Which I think is better

What makes this letter real 
Because it’s closed with a seal
Sealed with wax from a candle
Or sealed with a kiss
 
Does it matter cuz it living real
Sent with love some can’t handle
It’s written from a heart 
What’s more real than this

Real as a battlefield
Dying, blood, battles & shield
Freedom, will, a veteran
Could be worse but nothing better
Than

So a living letter is a heart getter
Cuz in an email the realness would 
Never prevail.
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g.s.m.

what matters?

 I felt as if, as if everyone
Wants to be noticed, to be somebody
Who matters, wants to stay in that
Right moment…the right woman or man?
 Everyone wants to be appreciated,
And in a dark moment a touch of
A hand on the shoulder & a few
Words of encouragement to lessen
The fear, the confusion…
 Everyone wants to jump higher,
Run faster, stop sooner to splash
Their feet in the puddle…
 Everyone wants to matter 
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g.s.m.

i am

I am a man of compassion
I am a loyal friend
I am forgiving 

I can sing and play guitar pretty well
I can set my mind to something and do it
I can love someone…

I will be the ship in the harbor of my woman’s heart
I will conduct myself as a well-mannered man
I will be all that I can be!

I am not my history
I am not helpless
I am not always the victim or always right

I cannot tolerate rude and loud behavior
I cannot tolerate a selfish nature
I cannot cry?

I will not belittle someone less (i.e. in mind, body, or spirit)
I will not cast the first stone
I will not force myself on anyone or anything
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g.s.m.

poor boy

Here I set me, myself, and me,  
drifting off into Eternity. 
My mind is blind to what my heart can see. 
I’m strong and breathin’ 
I’m just me

I’m a poor boy
I’m a native son
Just a poor boy, solitary one
Poor boy, my momma’s second son 
Poor boy, down the country road I run!

I pop the clutch or my truck won’t work
All my life I’ve lived on dirt 
And tell you brother, I don’t have a dime
But least everything I got is mine!

I’m a poor boy
I’m a native son
Just a poor boy, solitary one
Poor boy, my momma’s second son
And broke as a joke, but I’m having fun!

My mind is aching and muscles hurt 
Still get up on Sunday and walk to church
My daddy did it the same damn way
Just want to hear what the good Lord gonna say?

Don’t mind them hard times, they gonna stay
Can’t remember it being any other way?
Won’t let the Blues get me down
I’ll grab my guitar and I’m ready for sound

I’m a poory boy
I’m a native son
Just a poor boy, solitary one
Poor boy, my momma’s second son
A poor boy, my day’s never done!

Going down the ole fishing hole
And alls I gots this ole willow pole
Talkin’ to my ole dog, Mac 
And yesterday’s pulling me back

I’m a poor boy
I’m a native son
Just a poor boy, solitary one
Poor boy, my momma’s second son 
Poor boy, down the country road I run!

I’m a poor boy
I’m a native son
Just a poor boy, solitary one
Poor boy, my momma’s second son 
Poor boy, down the country road I run!
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Your journey into life’s endless missions and to you, creator entrusted with the gift 
to see visions while breathing. All the fragrance in between moments of this life 
and its death!
 Most of the time it is going to be boring and tedious…sometimes it’s 
gonna get strenuous and demanding and your left feeling like a salmon battling up 
stream. Sometimes it seems so meaningless and irritating, that to just yell, “f**k” 
over and over, seems to do something for you. And the high points on the climb to 
look back over your shoulder and feel “proud” and think, “Damn right I did it,” out 
loud.
 Well then what is life? It’s everything you are and everything you ain’t, all 
mixed in varied flavored degrees of sinners and saints! It’s the mist in the breath 
of the exhausted soldier’s thousand-yard stare, and the ugly memories that haunt 
them year after year…
 It’s the fortitude of a warrior standing alone in the crimson snow with eyes 
locked on the horizon, while the cold winter blows. It’s two true hearts beating and 
bleeding life’s song while gazing over the distance and standing marble strong, with 
nerves of a predator, cunning and still, to last beat of courage, til beat becomes ill. 
 It’s big selfish nature while little one’s die, ones trapped in between life’s 
truth and its lies! It’s the plea to creator, while yesterday’s bodies feed flies! Hear the 
lamentations of mortality from the young mother’s cry!
 Yet keeping their courage in the mist of their fear! Cruel revelations; our 
memories and tears.
 It’s the journey East to West into longevity and all the Romeo and Juliet 
loves that will never, ever, ever be! …All them paths North to South with latitudes 
true to the course and that circle of seasons with its spiritual force.
 It’s the flash in the storm, then fragrant spring warmth…And, all the year’s 
yet to come, some tattered, some torn, all broken, some blessed. Test after test.
 It’s the live and let live while learning to die, while trying to live with our 
backs to the dirt, content to count all the stars in the sky. And try not to blink while 
seasons pass by!
 It’s all eyes watching as the spider weaves webs, spinning round and round, 
content to bother no one, or even make a sound. 
 All life’s choices and decisions to influence all its dreams and its visions. 
 It’s the ceremonies for life’s spiritual feed, the ceremonies for all the blood 
that we bleed.
 Life’s determination and our individual reservations… 

individual rez

g.s.m.
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she went for a walk

When she stated, “I’m going for a walk,” sometime last winter, I had asked 
her how long she’d be gone. She said, “the whole time!” and since, these 
365 days have been mine, all mine to wine and dine and drive my Blue 
Chevy 69 and think and drink or drink and think the choice was mine…
 Now I’m leftwith the ghost of a torn out worn out relationship 
leaves me counting the tic-tocs of an empty sound and having empathy 
for the agonies of a clown when all yesterday’s smiles are turned upside-
down…
 Sometimes what’s lost can never be found. Remembering when 
our hearts first met, when “enough” was somethin’ we could never get?  
In my mind’s eye I see my Cinderella walkin’ out the door, and I’m sure 
she remembers her Prince Charming passed out on the floor…well love, 
yeah love don’t live there no more.
 The last time I seen her she was walking down lover’s lane holdin’ 
her own hand, sippin’ on that new drink…“Cannibal heart mist;” it’s 
sweeping the land!
 Now I’m feelin’ just as free as a garbage dump breeze and that 
celestial romance into a tissue I sneeze!! And our love has become such a 
smelly disease!!
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ME-TA-COO YA-SIN, All my relations! 
Willow rooted By life giving stream, white people concede to an Indian 
boy’s dream.
Water seep the image in, sweat to suffer until pure again, mind, Body, 
reoccurrence of the Sins, sweat to suffer until pure again. 

Moonlight echoes across the land, we sweat to suffer until we’re pure 
again… and before we all go in, tones of color shaking hands; Brothers, 
sisters, the Holy man. 
Sage in water we pour on rocks to feel the sting; hear the Grandfathers 
talk…weeping willows and Red clay smears praying hard until we’re pure, 
praying hard majestic tears!
Fire glowing out in the night, WA-NA-ZEE throbbing deep inside…
Chun-TAAY is steady and beating loud, chun-tay is steady and beating 
loud, sweat to suffer tall and strong and set up proud! See the drop of 
majestic tears, set and suffer until we’re pure…

Spirit food on the cold hard ground
Beat the drums to sacred 
sound… 
 Last door closes, end is near, sweat to suffer until we’re pure. 

Key: 
WA-NA-ZEE = spirits
CHUN-TAY = heart
ME-TA-COO-YA-SIN = all my relations
INEE-PEE = sweat lodge
OYATAY = the people, the world, the tribe

inipi oyatay
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g.s.m.
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kinzer m.  

on the activists in times of war

The battles on Earth are never dead, 
when all the civilians are enraged with the government
and hide when there’s anarchy, a united void 
will stand from shoulder to shoulder about 
the new found government.
That is the activists that takes the lead. 
In times of trouble he never retreats
when he seems in defeat and worn out
and overwhelmed, he rests in the rubble caused
by the government: and anarchy.
The battle on Earth is never dead
On a cold winter night when he seems
defeated, he has a moment of silence 
for the fallen activists.
The missiles sound in times of heat of 
increasing tension. And it seems to drown 
in time of Anarchy. The activists 
are steadily fighting to be free.

my near future

I am going to get stability established back in my life by taking babysteps 
before I can walk, I am going to establish Fort Collins as my home, I am 
going to mend my past hurt relationships with my family and friends 
who I’ve hurt, I’m going to get back into school for my passion of being a 
graphic artist. I’m going to get a job and keep it for once. I’m going to use 
my machine to produce more tattoos. I’m going to be there for my niece 
and nephew as much as I can. I’m gonna be honest with myself no matter 
what. 
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kinzer m.  

dreaming

First I would be released from jail with no other stipulations to follow up 
on, I would be cleared of my past felonies and have a fat bank account with 
a credit card that has no limit on spending. I would be able to go see my 
family in Naples. I would have my own plane to travel the world and own 
yacht to invite all my friends for great times and unforgettable memories. 
My family wouldn’t be living in California. I would go on tour with NOFX 
for a year. I would have accomplished my bucket list.

untitled

My hands hurt, I’m tired of being in jail, I’m 
Happy to have a bed for once this year 
Even though it’s in an institution also known 
As jail. I feel blessed that my family that 
I’ve hurt hasn’t totally turned their back on 
Me, that my sister isn’t judging me for the 
Stupid arrogant decisions I have bestowed 
Upon myself. I feel blessed that my 
biological father is back in my life & 
has assured me that he has been 
in my shoes, and is with me on this 
hopeful last trip to jail. I have mixed 
emotions everyday & my moods change constantly 
from me being down on myself for 
failing at being a productive member of 
society. I have a burning desire to excel
in life as I know it could possibly 
be. I miss you grandma and am glad 
you’re in heaven.
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danger

Danger can mean a lot of things to people; to me it merely is a state of 
normalcy for me, dating back the last 10 years of my life from roaming the 
streets during the witching hours to getting into all types of trouble, from 
stealing cars to robbing houses to getting high everyday as I gradually went 
from smoking and snorting to using needles. Danger to me is why my life 
is not knowing my limits and pushing harder and harder until one day 
I won’t be able to push any more. My Danger is my addictions of drugs, 
and breaking the law to joy ride in cars. Danger to me is a state of normal 
to fill a lot of constant urges I obtain on a daily basis. Danger to me is the 
fact I’m doing a life sentence on payments of coming in and out of jail. My 
question, I have to ask myself, is what is really dangerous to me. 
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Why do I have to live the life I’m in,
Why not though,
Why do I procrastinate everything I do?
Why not.
Why do I put myself down so much in life?
Why not.
Why do I let people’s ignorance get to me?
Why not.
Why do I fail at life so much?
Why not.
Why do I act ignorant myself?
Why not.
Why do I have to be around so many idiots?
Why not.
Why have I been an outcast my entire life?
Why not.
Why do material things not mean anything to me?
Why not.
Why do I lose everyone that I got close to in my life?
Why not.
Why do I love drugs so much?
Why not.
Why do I contemplate crazy rash ideas in my head?
Why not.
Why can’t I stop my stupid impulsive actions?
Why not.
Why can’t I get being a socially acceptable life?
Why not.

why, why not?

kinzer m.  
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chrysler
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kodi

untitled

The business of fall might be one thing
That makes me enjoy it so much. It seems
That everyone, including myself, is in a race to 
Accomplish things before the winter hits.  I enjoy
Doing things of a physical nature, so the accelerated
Pace of home life and life at work is quite 
Satisfying.  Another attractive attribute to this
Season is the scenery.  The mix of the
Colorful trees contrasted by the dead grasses and
Other foliage really encompasses two seasons at once.

untitled

Whose woods are these I think I know.
The state owns them and that is so
They will not mind me stopping here
To watch these woods with leaves that blow

My family always likes it here
Atop the hill with views so clear
Between the cities and frozen peak
The fullest moon of the year.

The far off cities look so bleak
Amidst the natural wonders that I speak
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kodi

untitled

Today I enjoyed my first contact 
visit with my daughter and girlfriend.  The 
excitement of my daughter brought tears of
joy to my eyes.  Shortly followed, were tears 
of sorrow.  When the confusion of being able
to see me, but not be able to actually 
get to me hit Lyzah.  I couldn’t stand
to see it.  I tried my hardest to turn
it into more of a game.  She began to 
warm up to the idea of being around me
and started playing with me.  I don’t think
I’ve ever been so happy to hear someone’s 
laugh in my life!  The reality of how much
I missed my family hit me pretty hard
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Unstable emotions
        feels like a never ending rollercoaster
 one minute you’re at the top never wanting 
         to come down
  the next minute you’re down low wondering 
          if you’ll ever feel that high again

In other moments you’re going round and   
        around feeling queasy and wanting it to stop
                then you hit the moment where everything 
                        is smooth sailing and in that minute
                             you feel it could last a lifetime

Then all of a sudden you drop 
        back to wondering if you’ll ever have 
              stability in your unstable emotions. 

queen rea

stability versus instability of emotions
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Walk out on the porch to watch the sky
It’s the calm before the storm
of a West Texas night.
 
The thunder crashes, the wind blows.
Where the tornado is—nobody knows.
The lightning strikes, the lights go out

We run for cover in the still of the night. 
We gather close to wait it out
Hoping praying everyone’s safe—
never knowing if we’ll see their face.

The storm’s over as we emerge
from our hiding places.
Picking up the pieces of our neighbors place
knowing God was our saving grace

People always ask us why
we say you’ll never see a night like
the West Texas sky. 

west texas sky

jamie
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My life was always so busy
I occupied my time with the devil.
Inside I was dying. I always knew there was something missing
No matter how many hits I took or drinks I drank my body was
never satisfied. Always longed for more.  Hungry for the unknown.  
I've unloaded the bad packed in the good.  Six months in on my 
recovery not even the judge can F*** with that.

maranda

untitled

I'll put down my hustlin' hat,
No more beatin' snitches with a bat
I'll live by the law, no more slangin' dope,
That life's got no hope.
I'll get my kids back instead of sellin' a sack.
I'll have my own pad, make a stand, take my kids to 
play in the sand,
Maybe I'll find a man to complete the plan.

before 2020

Empty - feeling alone, abandoned
Empty - emotionally drained physically strained
Empty - self pity, drowning in sorrow, no understanding of how I got 
here
Empty - behind bars watching my life's clock tick, no motivation to dig 
out of this pit.
Empty - nothing to do but wish I was full again

empty
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A mother's love means so much.
It's her comfort her loving touch.
Her hands are made of God's Gold.
She will hold you when you're cold.
She's an angel of our Glory.
Her scents are bright, a smell of flory.
For every morning the sun will shine,
She calls to ask if you're fine.
You tell your mother what you must,
She has that known, loving trust.
You're her princess, she will teach
And to every man, she will preach.
She's someone who knows all your talk
And if you're lonely she will walk
A mother's love you can't replace
She gave us birth, our beautiful face
For this poem, I have told
You need to love her, she's getting old.

Dedicated to my mother, she's amazing,
so caring, loving and strong.  S.H.

a mother’s love

miss jess
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miss jess

As I'm locked away
I write poems all day.
I did drugs, I drank
I saw my life, a party prank.
I made bad choices,
I should have listened to the voices.
I put holes in my brain,
They hit me like a wrecking train.
I always believed, I was right,
If you didn't I started a fight.
Three years of tears, were like broken 
mirrors.
I took a leap,
A truth to keep.
I can't go back,
My strength will crack.
For now I'm wise,
I won my prize.
I found I'm a poet,
And I didn't know it.
I've given up,
I've dumped my cup
I stay locked away
I sit and pray.

i’ve dumped my cup
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When you're locked away
You wonder what others will say
You are constantly stressed
You are put to the test.
You're trapped in
A suffocation pin
Your bells will ring
You'll miss the greatest things
You'll write letters
To try and make things better
You'll read books
You might receive dirty looks
You'll try to sleep
But your thoughts will creep.

miss jess

jail

Dear my love, My One and Only
I'm locked away, I feel so lonely.
Oh baby I miss you so very much,
Your oh, so sweet, loving touch.
You, to me are the world.
I'd love to spend our nights snuggled and curled
I wish it was so easy to pick up and vanish there.
I feel so unstably lost without you here.
Together I want to experience our dreams
I know we'd make the greatest team.
When I'm with you, there's no need to hide.
For our love's strength is of an ocean's tide.
Despite the stories you have heard,
Our love is like a soaring bird.
It will be soon that we start
Just stay strong, you're my heart.

my love
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They're a gift from God, The Gold of Treasure
Children are yours, to last forever.
Their loving touch
It means so much
Their little hips
can say such tips
their soft kiss
you always miss
Their memorable hug
You wanna tug
All night you tuck them in and lay,
You teach them to be thankful, pray
They're curious and always wondering why
To see their footprints in the sand
You'll never let go hand in hand
They grow so fast
You'd wish it'd last
They're a gift from God, The Gold of Treasure
They're your children, to last forever

Dedicated to my children CME, CCE

miss jess

miss jess
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miss jess

stable or unstable

An Airplane's ready for take off
The rain stops and a rainbow appears.
The aviation unit does a maintenance check on the plane.
The heart is loaded with passengers' belongings.
The passengers are putting all their trust on the table.
The wings are balanced to fly.
Flight attendants now demonstrate safety while take off is close to call.
Electronics are to turn off, is this trust for 200 strangers?
Will the wings stay on to complete our destination & continue our 
journey?
The plane takes off, everyone sits buckled in silence,
The rainbow disappears, the wings shadow in the stormy clouds.
Do we trust the stability because others do?
Or do we just trust that if something happens, it was meant to be?

for Ms. Paris

Tom lost 25 bucks at the races
He was only 12, so he followed his traces
He was so sad he didn't even make it in
He was terrified, he felt he made a sin
That was his money he worked so hard for
Mowing Grandma's lawn and fixing her door
If he told his dad, he knew he'd get beat
He had to come home with a ticket to prove his defeat
So he cried and waited at the gate
If only he knew this was fate
A racer's wife saw the boy crying and asked him why
She said, “little boy, you don't have to lie,”
She bought him a ticket and gave him some money,
Told him to go watch the races and don't cry, you'll be okay, honey.

the motocross
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shawn k. 
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sabrina

untitled

I made my word to quit;
These drugs and alcohol are a mess. 
Breathe; but without these drugs, 
I’m not set free. I try to stay
Sober but it makes me worse…
Knowing now my feelings are hurt. 
I can’t believe I am dying; 
And my friends think I am lying. 
I have a goal set up in mind
Living my freedom is more than enough. 
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lexx

untitled

Tell me what is it you plan to do
With your one wild and precious life? 
My crazy life
I was a dreamer and then I grew up.
I am now stuck in reality, 
Dreaming of the life I could have
Oh what a wild and precious life. 
I have made a mess out of my childhood
Now’s the time to figure out my adulthood, 
Maybe a plan? 
Everybody wants the best for me, 
I do too!
Rehab? 
GED? 
College?
All part of my plans. 
I know I can do it. 
Make the best of it. 
Future holds great days
I just needa fix my outlook 
On everything. 
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Twisting and turning
Not having a reason
Only knowing its all treason
Melting the poison
Its all the amazing taste
Which glides across my taste buds
That white cloud that blows out of my mouth
All from a “B****”
Using my lips like a steering wheel
The pipe caresses them so nicely
What a pain
But I cant complain
There’s no gain
Only knowing that sweet voice 
shouting ten and two. 

lexx

dope
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china

ouoxo

Where r u at? Now that I need you. 
You come in and out of my life as you please to.
I miss you most when you’re right beside me. 
You promised to be here
In life to guide me
Through these hard times…
I gave you my all
But you let me down and led me to fall
I knew it was all too good to be true, 
But all in all, 
I’ll always love you. 
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dajiaha

temporary homes

Here I am again
Not for long
But this is how it begins

One min I’m here
The next I’m there
The places are great
They help and I can relate

Theyre all different in many ways
And all find a way to help me through my strays
I try not to get close
But there’s always one I let in
I feel it’s a sin
Cause I know she wont be there when my time here ends.

I grow to trust
At my temporary homes
But I’m lost
Cause I don’t know
Where I belong

It won’t be long
Til I get a new home

It might be jail 
And I’ll be locked
Behind a cell
Wondering why
Why I lied
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Why I tried
When in the end
I’m still back in The Home
I’m wanted the most.

The Home where I feel I belong
The Home where it feels permanent
Permanently wrong, 
But The One where I belong

I have no place I can call Home
They all only last temporarily
But soon I’ll have a place
I can call my own…
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boo
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boo
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vanela

best mom!

You’re a brown queen mom
Your food is the bomb
Always making the best of things
Not worrying what the days are gonna bring
Just knowing, you wanna be with me. 
You just want me to do good I see
I get it now, I do
Please believe me, I love you
I don’t want you to worry anymore. 
No more losing your job and being poor. 
Time to get out of the ghetto
You always deserve more though
Im sorry for the hurt and the pain. 
I wished I could have just gave you fame. 
You are a great mother
I had fun on the beach in the summer
Most importantly you were my friend. 
And I promise it wont ever end!
I will always love you!
No matter what you do. 
Always going to keep it true
Til I die is as long as I’ll do
I don’t blame you for nothing
Not even when I was mad and crying
Just upset at the world
I’ll apologize not only with words but pearls.
You are the best mother I could ask for
Even when we weren’t at the best, being poor. 
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vanela

my beloved sister

I miss you sister
I hope you found that one true mister
You were the best
Out of all the rest
The most beautiful woman
Maybe in the race of human. 
I thought you were my angel
And that’s what you were labeled
Things didn’t go so well
And I truly just fell
I wished things would have been better
Maybe I could write you a letter
Will you get it? 
I’ll just wait and sit
Are you good up there
I hope people really care
You deserve the greatest
Always keeping it the realest
A good daughter
Always smarter
A good sister
Always looking out for the youngster
But you were my best friend. 
RIP Valerie Varela
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vanela

my feeling

You are my man
And you always can
Just know I am your lady
And no one will ever take me. 
I love this life I’m in
Because I share it with you and my sin
Nobody perfect baby
But you’re perfect for me. 
I hope we’ll last
And I hope it doesn’t go by so fast. 
I meant it when I said I love you
And I hope you did too
Your laugh gives me butterflies
And I feel like I could float in the sky. 
You are a dream come true
I feel like our love is so brand new. 
You are my everything
I’m your queen and you’re my king. 
Together we are royalty
And Ima always stay true
Just believe me when I tell you. 
That I’m only yours and you’re mine too. 
You more than I could ever ask for
I will never ask for anything more
You are my prince charming
It wouldn’t even matter if you were raised farming. 
I would love you rich or poor
I love you even more. 
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vanela

my city

C-town where I’m from
Always drinking bottles of Rum
Trying to stay alive
Only the strong survive
People struggling to do what’s right
It’s hard when you don’t know if you’re going to live that night. 
Running from the cops everyday
Getting arrested because you need to get paid. 
Living in the hood is no game
We’re just hustlin for the fortune, f*** the game. 
Momma’s crying because her babies gone away. 
She just wished she’d be okay. 
Then he’d be okay.
Things ain’t good living in the hood
We only wish they could
It changes you if you let it.
It’s survival of the fittest. 
Lil kids get shot for not wearing the right color. 
When all they’re trying to do is bloom like a flower. 
Why do we do the hateful things? 
To our own kind
We are lucky to find
Someone to take us away
From the place where all we did was pray
Things ain’t the same 
It’s never been a game.
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This is my plan for my life
Not to kill my dreams with a knife
But to be a good daughter, maybe a mom
I’ll get married to my wonderful bf Jon
I’ll have my own house and paid off car
No more nights in the bar
I’ll do positive risky things
Like a rollercoaster on rings
Life will be good
I’m not gonna live in the hood
Maybe in a mansion
Having everything like fashion
I’ll love my kids like angels
They’ll have the best cradles
My husband will have everything
Because I want to give him anything.
I’ll have a great time
I wont commit a single crime. 

vanela

the plan
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Buffing my life away from sin,
Buffing my life away from my sin,
I believe I can start a new life of joy.
As I start buffing my life to start over,
I feel like God's given me a new life.
As I buff these sins away from my body,
I cry my tears of joy of my happiness.

trinity 

buff

envelope

Unknown of anything if it comes in a package.
What kind of a promise can that unknown thing be in life?
We don't ever know what that package could bring in our life!
It may be money or it could be something we have won in our lives.
We all don't know what this unknown thing or envelope could bring.
Maybe this unknown envelope could be a letter of sadness,
Or it could be a letter of a pass on of someone of our family members.

May the trees be bright may the 
sky shine of glow.
May the clouds be dim, covering 
the mountains in the morning 
mist and at night.
May the sky shine bright to 
make the world a brighter day.  
May the clouds cover the trees 
of its watery mist to give the 
trees love and life.

bright
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trinity 

life

As life is a gift we share it with everyone! even the ones we love the most. 
We all share the most out of life till it ends. We fulfill life with joy, happiness 
and even our saddest moments in our lives. As we live life each day, we can 
only make the best of our lives as much as we can. As days and night and 
months and years pass on, we get much older to the point we carry on life 
to a much better place.  But for right now we live life so many ways and so 
many stories to tell about our life. We sometimes take life for granted. And 
sometimes we make life whatever we can make out of it. We only choose 
life the way we want to but we are all not perfect or nor are we all normal 
in life. We all have good in us in life and some of us just have evil of hate 
in us. As we forgive others, others forgive us and we stay strong enough to 
make another day of our life worth living for. We also live our serpent life's 
of wonderful things we make life so amazing.

My love for you is like being faithful
With all my honesty and with all my loving heart
That is only true for you,
And no one else.

My love for you is the only thing that keeps me alive today
My love for you is to keep ya safe and protect you.
My love is so strong for you that I could or would do anything for you.

The love for you comes from the soul of my love life
And the crying tears from my bleeding heart.

my love for you
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trinity 

secrets

What secrets do we have in our life that we so hide in our lives.
We all have good secrets and most of us in life hide bad, evil ones.
Many secrets we hold could end up going the right way in life,
Or down a bumpy road to a path of hell.
We all hold a secret in our lives to ourselves we don't ever want to share.

these walls around me

These walls around me block me from my freedom of life.
These walls that block the thin I cannot see are such pain
It makes me want to cry my heart out.  
These doors on the walls block me from my freedom of the free world
These walls will always remind me of never wanting to come back to this 
awful place.
Because it makes me feel like I'm in hell.
I want my walls to lead me to my New Freedom & New Life.

fear of love fear of hate 
fear of being lonely fear of death
fear of dying alone with 
no one to hold or to say good bye to. 

fear of walking into death when you don’t see it coming.
fear of being called ugly or being called stupid.
fear of crying in front of someone you truly love
fear of being a disappointment 
in your life because you made so many f***ing mistakes in your life. 
fear of being a disappointment to the one’s who love you the most in your 
life. 
fear of losing the one’s you love most in your life. 
fear of not having anyone to run to for 
help when you need it the most. 

untitled
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matt r. 

untitled

Ring ring ring. Hello, you have reached extension 666 to the underworld 
of Satan, the Prince of Darkness himself. We are experiencing a high 
volume of souls, but if you would like to leave your date of birth along 
with location, we will be more than happy to send one of Satan’s demons to 
earth as soon as possible. Remember here in Hell all are welcomed, unlike 
God who believes you should walk a Christian lifestyle. By reading the 
Bible, being baptized, going to church, loving one another, treating your 
body as if it were a temple blah blah blah. Who likes to read? Throw out 
that lifestyle, rip a page out from the Bible preferably Revelations 20-21. 
Put an eighth of weed inside. Roll a fat blunt. Kick back on your couch. 
Get high. Live in the moment. That’s our motto. No expectations or rules. 
So whatever the reason for calling, don’t hold back. We have demons to 
supply whatever needs… drugs, women, depression, suicidal- pull the 
trigger- live out your life in the manner you want. Upon your death, one 
of our representatives will come to earth to collect your soul. No need to 
worry. Hades is eternal and we guarantee you eternity in the Lake of Fire. 
So in the end, don’t fret. Ask for a shot of whiskey and a stripper. Live in 
the now, don’t worry about the later. Wait. 

Beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep (flatline)

Instantly awake, lying down on my bed, soaked with sweat. Phew it was 
only a dream. “Hell doesn’t exist,” I said aloud only to hear vivid and 
clear. Actually it does, that’s the reason I’m here. Instantly my stomach 
tightened and I became struck with fear. Don’t worry. I’m here to prove 
heaven’s love for you is worth more than you deserve. Sinful in nature, 
you’ve been calling out to your creator more and more. Let this be divine 
intervention to bring your life purpose and meaning; to get you focused 
on Heaven and Hell. First you must realize both are incredibly real. It 
should go without speaking, I’m you’re guardian Angel sent to earth at the 
very second of your birth, watching everyday as you went from crawling 
to walking, even watched you play. The whole time I have kept you safe 
throughout your life, but now that you’ve grown into the man, your sinful 
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nature as a human being with sex, drugs, obscene language, and cursing 
at God (Genesis 3:4-6) The serpent is deceitful and cunning. He makes 
it seem like loving God is a chore and that you should walk away as with 
many. It’s hard to fathom they choose sin. As with you, I’m here to prove 
every hardship with alcohol, drugs, women, even your parents’ tears were 
seen and I felt your pain; even sent your prayers. You consider thoughts 
through Heaven’s gates to God himself was aware. My beloved child of 
God, I’m by your side, wings 8 feet in length. I cover you and will keep 
you in God’s grace. Now you have the choice to turn back to your sinful 
ways or smile when hardships arise in life to know the true meaning of 
John 3:16. So please realize in life, try the best you can to not sin. Go to 
church. Get baptized. Read the Bible with a smile. If you sin, repent. God’s 
gracious and kind, abundant in love. So in the end, skip the stripper and 
whiskey. Ask for the priest. I’m right there in the room waiting patiently 
for you to say goodbye to family and friends; to go from death to Heaven. 
We will meet again. 

My mind has time to think as I’m locked up, confined in a cell, forced to 
remember what got me in here, replay accounts of my life over and over. 
What a nightmare my past has been. Now like a child being grounded 
without the spankings, confined in my room, not allowed to come out 
until told. Only problem is I’m a grown man, unfortunately. For me, I 
have an issue with being told what to do. Lock down pisses me off. I tried 
sleeping my time away, checking off days, day after day. Only issue was I 
realized if only I listened in life to my mom or dad. Instead I dropped out 
of school early, picked  friends who introduced me to alcohol, weed, and 
then meth so looking at it now I now know they were lost, depressed, and 
pulled me into their Hell which led me to the here and now. Well I picked 
up a book and read about a man who cared about my life enough to pick 
up a cross and die for my sins. For God so loved the world that he gave 
his only begotten Son that whoever believes in him should not perish but 
have everlasting life (John 3:16). My life is now and always will be forever 
changed. Hardest thing to do is change or teach an old dog new tricks. 
Trust me, though, Heaven and Hell exist. 

forgiven
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testimony

Father it’s me, the sinful son on earth, far from perfect, you and JESUS 
CHIRST watch my life with tears in your eyes knowing my prayers. I plead 
for love washed free from sin yet it yells deep within tearing at my soul 
wanting it to turn back, me of little faith every day’s a battle good vs. evil. 
I once walked in darkness you weren’t even my focus. Women and drugs 
were priority. I hated church and always cursed, picked the wrong friends, 
always drunk at a party. Stopped caring about my family dysfunctional 
lifestyle, grew up the middle child, wore hand-me-downs, and my social 
grounds were classrooms passing notes instead of paying attention 
(FATHER ART THOU IN HEAVEN). It’s definitely a lesson now at twenty 
five. My life is passing by. I’m glad we met before I died, but (FATHER) all 
those times I’ve cursed your name and my savior (JESUS CHRIST) you 
two were the ones I blamed. It’s ironic how destiny works. I would’ve never 
thought I’d pick up the Bible to read. In the past it was to rip out a verse to 
roll up with weed thinking it was funny, smoking Bible paper with trees, 
probably had demons all around me. Sure I’ve lost friends, haven’t heard 
from family locked up in Larimer County. My life’s like a blur, an hour glass 
flipped over. I know I’m getting older. Looking back at the lifestyle I led, it’s 
remarkable I never died or committed suicide. All the hurt and pain from 
women, family, or friends that led to a party lifestyle that was go go go. All I 
did was ruin my body and lose myself (so I thought). At my birth you were 
there, forced to breath and consume life’s air. I’ve grown from fetus in my 
mother’s stomach to baby, now a full grown male. Even though I don’t see 
air, I breath now able to write and read locked down in L.C.D.C. I picked 
up the Bible and read it front to back. Now I know my Creator in HEAVEN 
is slow to anger, abundant in loving kindness and earth’s first humans were 
Adam and Eve who were deceived by Satan. FATHER, I’m sorry I once 
walked in darkness and was lost, unfortunately, through and through. But 
now I know Jesus Christ my Lord and Savior carried the sin of the world 
when he died on the cross for me. So Jesus my Savior, my Lord, my brother 
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thanks over and over. I now want to change my life for the better. Tomas, 
my brother in Christ, you’re a light that shines. Your full of faith and have 
been so kind. I feel guilty of taking and you should know Jesus Christ says 
its’ by faith you enter heaven, not by works. You’re so generous and kind. 
No matter what, I want a friendship with you because you’re a person who 
wants me to succeed and actually cares. FATHER, bless Tomas my brother 
in Christ. He’s giving with what he has and never asks back. Jesus Christ 
our Savior, thank you for putting Tomas next door to me and showing 
yourself to two people who were once on destructive paths. We can now 
breathe easily knowing you’re there watching down. So, FATHER, please 
don’t cry and Jesus Christ, thanks for changing our lives. Tomas, my friend 
in jail who became a lifelong brother in Christ. 

crystal call me

Hey it’s me. Do you remember my name? I’m always thinking of you. Do 
you think of me? I give you x-ray vision to see the invisible creatures or 
spy on your neighbors. Strength to take on all the cops and see who is a 
CI or not. The ability to carpet surf for hours. Did I give it away too easily 
or not? I live in your brain, silly. Remember me? I’m crystal meth. I’m 
impossible to forget; the drug that made you lose your family and friends. 
Sure you stopped but we chased shadows for hours and remember when 
you thought a giant turtle ate your sack or when you tried to turn your 
microwave into a time machine. Got electrified, shot clear across the room 
and nearly died. Great escapes with a spoon you dig a tunnel for days not 
knowing how to open your door to get outside lol. The good old days killing 
time together. Well it’s crystal, you know my number. It’s 666 if you want to 
get back together, stay up for days, play with fire. I miss you picking at your 
face in the mirror for hours, playing detective with the flashlight, taking 
things apart and never putting them back together. You’re a sweetheart. 
Call me. I miss your soul, truly. 

Sincerely, crystal. Yours always, if you want me.
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surroundings

Off the street
Flags of orange and white
Like Fanta and ice cream
Damn I’m still hungry
Her stomach rumbles too
Not alone at least
Cooking food but can’t eat it yet
Watery beans God da**it

Painting a picture
One color one decision
Not much choice now
But freedom is still restrictive
Not supposed to be poetry
But call it what you want
it doesn’t matter. Your opinion
may not mean much but it
always means something.

Memories of 
kindergarten – playing games
and cleanup. One more minute.
June 27th at 6:59
with CIP sooner. Business 
is calling. Hopefully hopeful.
The word hopeful looks strange 
when written out.  
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paul a. 

untitled

Fire It brings warmth, Life and light.
Fire It brings destruction, sorrow, and death
As fire spreads it may destroy beauty but
It also is clearing a path for new life.
Without fire would we know light in the 
dark. Would we be hungry when it’s cold
Or even dead? Fire friend and foe
How many other elements can bring such
Joy and sorrow. Maybe water?
Water…
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a native prayer

O Great Creator,
I come before you in a humble manner
and offer you this sacred pipe.
With tears in my eyes and an ancient
song from my heart I pray.
 
To the four powers of Creation,
 To the Grandfather Sun,
 To the Grandmother Moon,
 To the mother Earth,
 And to my ancestors.

I pray for my relations in Nature,
All those who walk, crawl, fly and swim,
Seen and unseen.

To the good spirits that exist in every part of creation.

I ask that you bless our elders and children, families and friends.
And the brothers and sisters who are in prison. 

I pray for those who are homeless and forlorn. I also pray for peace 
among the four races of mankind. 

May there be good health and healing for this EARTH
 
 May there be beauty above me,
 May there be beauty below me,
 May there be beauty in me, 
 May there be beauty all around me.

I ask that this world be filled with peace, love, and beauty. 
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my baby girl

To Say Goodbye
I wish not to say it, Goodbye!
Goodbye to the most precious
Thing in my life.
She was taken away
So how do you say Goodbye?
I’m not ready, I think I’ll hold
Steady at hoping for a Hello!
When I see you again, I hope
You will know me
I hope you will run to me
Yellin “daddy, daddy”
I know this is a BAD DREAM and “We”
Are going to wake really soon
Please, Please let me open my eyes
And see your smiling face and feel your 
gentle touch.
Cause daddy never, ever wants 
To say
Good Bye
My Baby Girl!!!
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my life here and now

I keep remembering times with family at home and missing it. Playing 
ball with my brothers going to the park with my nephews and just raising 
hell with my friends.  Those days are over for now but not permanently 
although it may seem that way it’s not at all like that after the 4 years of 
probation is over its like my life restarts over again that eternal clock hits 
reset again at 27 and things go back to normal for me that’s what I look 
forward to now because I can’t dwell on the happened just control the 
happening 36 more days until I’m free going to get my s*** together and 
make the life I’m going to be living better than the life I was leading 
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full philled

a dream fulfilled

A Rock-n-Roll bass playing machine
Up on stage having the time of my life
Thumping and strumming 
The lady
I know Best 
O what a fantasy
And dream come true
O let me Rock
O let me Rock
Is it as real as it seems
Yes, I am a Bass playing machine
O Let me Rock
O Let me Rock
A dream fulfilled
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savannah

dance with your heart

The moon light shines through the curtains,
His face is smooth,
But my face is stained with tears of yesterday,
I put my headphones in,
I hear the piano,
the same song we dance to not even six hours ago,
I sink out from the satin sheets and touch the floor,
The wood floor cold upon my heels,
I close my eyes and sway my hips.
The piano is a memory by now but it brings tears to my eyes,
I now realize we are no more,
As I sway my hips he stays so still.
The crash was bad,
But I can't sleep.
Pain of our sorrows rest on my shoulders.
I now realize I am no longer swaying in the moon lit room,
I'm nearly packed by now,
The piano still plays,
I crawl under the satin sheets one last time,
put a kiss upon his lips,
He does not stir.
I now realize heading out the room with my bag in hand,
I never dance with my heart,
Down the street the piano plays
I now can say as I sway,
I'm dancing with my heart.

Dedicated to Sterling
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v.s.c.g.

on a pedastal

Obviously stunning, her little elegant perfect frame seemingly floats into 
the room on an amazing cloud of what I can only describe as a mixture of 
the scents of every woman I have ever loved…all wrapped in one.

She seemed to be on a stage, a pedestal, even though she’s firmly planted on 
the same floor the rest of us are but somehow clearly visible to everyone. 
Her undeniable beauty obvious by the modest drenched stares of every 
man in a jump suit, as well as the summing more acceptable but wetter 
gaze of those in uniform.

But it was my attraction to her mysterious magnetism drawing me 
helplessly, intrigued by the free spirited flame that lay just beyond the 
surface of her hypnotizing and gorgeous eyes, the color of a mountain 
clear lake that hold her fiery soul in what seemed to be a calm, I can only 
compare to the peaceful beauty of an eternity pool.

Like a school boy up in front of class, I blush inside, stomach in knots, 
speechless. I barely dare to make eye contact and fight to assemble the 
simplest sentence fragments. But each time I see her it gets slightly easier 
because she smiles at the world the way a mother does when her baby boy 
explodes into the front door gleaming with his 1st place blue ribbon held 
high for all to see.

That nurturing pride filled with unconditional loving wrapped in mutual 
excitement giving back for him to see?! I told you, that you were great.

Wowwey! Totally awe-struck. What an amazing woman. I swear I’m gonna 
say something cool to her one of these days. But I don’t know how?!
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live love laugh

I always think of where we all have 
come from and where we all are going to be.
My future is surrounded by the 
desire combined with 
need and requirement of respect, love 
and property. Those are building 
blocks in my life, they are firmly 
in my foundation…that is where I 
come from in my past…where I 
am now in my present…and where 
I pray to soon continue to be in my future.

Thinking about what you mean to me while knowing what I mean to you. 
General rule of thumb for my past encounters with my character traits that 
are positively needing an adjustment is reminiscent of a light bulb going 
off reminding me that if this moment of position I am considering with 
another on to another, then I need to stop, take a moment or possibly take 
a few and consider am I about to break a perfect lady’s heart…again.

a light bulb goes off
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rem

i give you my heart

Oh my goodness, you wrote me back.  
I almost had a heart attack.
Two beautiful cards, they fu**in go hard
Yes, I'm your lady, now you can call me baby
Also my valentine and you're mine.
Straight from the start, write heart to heart.
Is it love could it be?
Oh, shi* we have to wait and see.
All these girls think you fine.
Damn I said it before, he's all mine
I think its fate starting from the Catholic Gates.
I give my heart, oh to, *???
Now hold me tight,
And don't let go.

Take a breath, feel it out
Try it this way without any doubt,
After the pain and so much anger,
Four children, plus us, now total strangers.
Now I am free 'cause,
You never did, would, could, see me.
I wish I could take it back before I got smacked.
I'm moving on/
Bad shi* about me in yo songs,
I hope for friendship in future life
And I wish one time and another I was still yo wife.
Don't cry my love, I deeply apologize
And go forth, no more monsters in disguised
Bruised on my heart by word and abuse
Now I'm not, nor will I eva be yo muse!
Good-bye for now,
To you I will neva bow.

letting go
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tattoo

Real bit**es ride, fake bit**es die.
I got that tat on my chest because I believe I was the best.
For anyone to see the real special part of me.  
I don't have no more, only one.
My dad always taught me they're no good and no fun.
So hopefully I get not more.
Cause if my dad was alive my a** would already be sore.
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ironic

Pleasure of/Pain

That bottle of memories,
They're pouring out like wine,
Crimson and Bittersweet,
Ignoring the Throbbing Pain.

I sit back and think,
Isn't it IRONIC
How I left here with your ecstasy,
Now I sit here again feeling you're Martyr,
     Behind these walls!

Smiling as I hide my pain
distance & disdained
I came back to regain
Pain from his Bliss
     IRONIC it was,
Where I regained how to LOVE,
Sober as I was. I caught his BUZZ!
I come in – you get out -

The things that made you mad,
Are the things that made me sad.
Everything I fought for,
I had to walk away.
     Isn't it IRONIC....

Never again did I want to LOVE.
     But fell in LOVE I did.
In the “EDDY” I go,
You stopped my merry go round.
All my walls are high,
You managed to take them away.
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I ran away to keep my pain,
You remain in place hard timing it for me.
As I fall off  you-stayed in place.

     You go to get out
I got to come in-
     How do I ride this dolor
         Back to felicity?

How Ironic this Love just got plutonic!
  I just re-lost
    All what I had just gained....
I used to like Ironic until it what,
     Brought back my pain
You are my Solo Walker
So why can't I stay you're Bella Vita?

I guess that' why Ironic
     is a figure of speech,
Because it can mean so many different things,
     Back-n-forth
 From here to there
Ironic is everywhere...
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the joy of cooking

Um… Yum…
What to think of meals grub
Thank God for the flavors of…
Wheat or white
Salt and pepper
Thyme, sage, vinegar, oil
Cinnamon and sugar, marjoram
Milk and butter, basil, cherry’s one of my favorites.
One of my favorite pastimes, Calgon take me away.
My favorite thing to do is cook for someone that is blue.
And the ones who know me know my door is always open.
Daddy says food is the key to any man’s heart, no matter how far apart.
Daddy also says there’s always one thing, one ingredient you should never 
forget to add.
It’s a special secret ingredient not everyone knows about,
A true cook will always figure it out.
I’ll never tell ‘cause he told me
This is from me to you!
As long as you keep it close in your heart
I’ll always remain.
You’re mine and one day it’s gonna be hard to give you away.
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whatever comes to mind at this particular moment

Check it out
Let’s give them something to talk about.
As a matter of fact how bout something to think about.
Those in the game most of all especially those who have been to prison.
Let me ask you a ?
What’s the #1 law…
Loose lips sink ships.
Don’t get high on your own supply
Mind your business, so why you minding mine?
Especially to all thoz hatin’ a** bi*****
You know better than to throw that word Snitches!
Where’s the proof?
Black and white, cause in my life therez no shades of grey.
I know who I am and my part I chose to play.
Show me where you’ve seen my name.
Men of prison. It’s just like the word punk
It supposed to be common sense… duh!
Cause you can get merked with both those words.
So ol’ skool WTF! How sad, neva thought you would fall off.
To all the women Nowadays what a shame
Take your girls back home and give them some home training.
Trifflin’ sloppy nasty no couth –
Drop your panties and let me see if you can wipe your ass
Like you couldn’t wipe something else clean.
Last rule of the game
Don’t s*** in yhour own backyard.
All is done.
So keep my name outcha mouth cuz
You really don’t know me like that. Watch out, 
cause I creep…
Trust and believe I’ll be the one to take your pride away, and
Make a grown man cry.
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another journey through my life

[synonyms]
I have burdened myself by these walls.
Although soon, not that soon, my time will be complete.
I will be plentiful happy with my family and finances.
My children will soon return to our lavish life.
So when I return home, that’s what’ll be extravagant…

[antonyms]
I’m trying to fill my void
I’m starved for lack of my little ones,
Wanting not to be incomplete,
But never deficient in love.

It took me a short-long while, but eventually
I finally found it… my mind! 
I once was lost, at the time I wasn’t even sure
I wanted it to be found, wandering around lost,
trying so hard not to be found, searching
for what wouldn’t be found…
Until my Dad called.
He said “Guess what I found? Something
that was never lost. I found you.”

finding something you thought was lost
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ode to blue..azul

Blue as the ocean.
Blue as the sky.
Blue is the color of my pain that
I hold inside. Despite my blue feeling
I hold inside, I release it to the Higher Power,
I let it fly free as the eagle that soars in the free,
open nature that helps me to be free
in my mind. I can’t wait until I go home, 
back to the beautiful ocean tide
to enjoy the color blue of water, and 
lock the feeling of blue on the inside, out of my mind.
Blue as the blood that boils inside me,
to be burned by the blue flame… clean back to pure…
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a flood of lost love

How do you mourn the living?
 there I go getting stuck again.
The who & why behind her mystery.
Merely an Image—The Illusionist

The lies behind the eyez that make it look so easy
 It’s the haze that covers my pain—
 Starving to keep a Smile, But it hurts just the same
But I got to remember that Beauty is pain
Despite the envy of some that live so freely—
But never jealous,  I wouldn’t wish these walls on my worst enemy

Broken. Lost. Sometimes lonely, yearning for a simple HUG—feeling so 
sad; 
as I continue to try and mourn the living.
 Struggling to maintain the flooded memories 
 I carry along treading the water as I 
 Try to save the Image of them at home.

My two biggest Disappointments were two 
Different days—that sounded all too much the same:
Live with parole & Life without parole.

So even though my Greatest Love’s that
I have lost are still living!
I despise the trying to continue Mourning the living…. finding the 
positive in these negative feelings
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For they may have helped me find my Purpose
In return became one of their purposes to 
fight to become a Love Living instead of 
Living in the lost that people keep on seeking—
 So I tell you gratefully:
 when my world was dark & blue
 You were the only two who rescued
  my one of a kind the ones that pulled us thru….
 You’re the reason why I’m breathing
 You’re the reason I’m finally safe. 
I’ve come to my conclusion that My Greatest Love lost living: 
Were never truly lost at all!
 I’ve solved my own mystery: you can’t mourn what’s not gone.
So here is what comes after
our prayers will soon be answered
 They will be free—no longer a nightmare
Just a Beautiful Disaster…
Hopefully through our Divine mystery
 and my heart can be set free. 
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green eyez
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soldier

lock my lock’s but can’t stop my clock

Stop dumb founded in the
situation I’m in staring out
this so called window making circle
amongst myself. Feeling looking like
an enraged animal locked away in
a cage waiting till they Release 
me it’s so tempting to do
the impossible, but as I come
Back to Reality I think bouts
the ones I love who I might
hurt so I step back lay
back on my cot await
my next meal stuck
miserable caged
animal
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sara

Love is pain is love
Your beauty is divine
Your soul one of a kind
That’s why I asked you to be mine
You’ve seen so many hurts
Even if it was from me
You deserve the best
You are the best
We had so many challenges
But f**k it that’s why we put it to the test
We overcame our flaws
We nickeled and dimed
Hitch hiked to Arizona
Slept in the most oddest places
What is love if there’s no pain
I thank you for support
Sara I love you
 And I’m sorry for your hurt

soldier
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to sara, the woman of my dreams

My love for you is one of so many
you are my end as I’m you beginning
There are so many words that come
to my mind my feeling for you are so real
at some points I find it hard to express
when it rains you are my puddle meaning
You are in every inch of my body every
touch of my heart as I sit in here it
tears me to death to see you struggle
I should be the wind beneath your wings
the ground you walk on but instead 
I’m locked away in a cage feeling looking
like an enraged animal, baby set me so 
that I can be there mentally physically and
emotionally I wanna be your SPIRIT soul 
and mind that what I signed for when 
I ask you to be mine. Sara I love you
and this is all from my mind, heart
never will I restart from the start,
love and thank you for never giving up
on me even though I don’t deserve you
I’ve done so many wrong I apologize
you’ve been hurt so many times
that I’m proud to call you my wife
Baby I love you with my
life mind and soul
 xoxo 
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soldier
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solider

your beauty the bounty

Your beauty the bounty
of your figure
You my love have the touch 
of an angel the voice of a 
harp soft tone melody
that your voice bleeds fills me with joy
 Kiss
With every, with every hug
Draws my addiction like a 
Drug
I want you with every smile
with every tear and every fight
You’re my wife to cherish
to hold to say everything
will be ok
So why fight
I’m your soldier there to stand
tall when you need me
for your affection I stand for 
battle
like a Teflon nothing can break 
me down proud to call you
my fight till our ending days
Sara I love you 
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tomas v. 

jesus

Waking up in the morning sinless
and free I can’t wait to see
what the Lord has planned for me
being in lockdown can’t even break
me down. So I wake up with an
upside up frown. I pray to the 
Lord for our families, as I see the
Light reflecting so brightly. Giving thanks
To the trinity I can’t help but feel the
Joy that they have not forgot about
Me. I have said this in some of
My other poems but all glory be to
The risen King I just want to show him
Every inch of my love to the best of 
My understanding and when trouble comes
I’ll be the righteous one standing. His 
Faithful love continues forever and
My appreciation I’ll try to endeavor with
All of my heart and all
Of my pleasure to walk on the right
Path to whatever measure.

Stubborn Son,
Tomas
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tomas v. 

a father’s love

I used to walk a lonely road. It led me down a dark whole. The only light 
I saw was the fire blazing in the river of Hades. You can say I’ve been a 
stubborn son ever since I was a baby. Doubtably I never realized Jesus 
died for our sins and saved me. Undoubtedly, ugliness was my outer shell. 
The innerness was full of sin that shamed me. Unaware used to be a good 
excuse for my actions, blinded and under the control of the devil about to 
burn to ashes is where they led me. In fear on a daily, always acting shady 
helping others took too much of my time. I’d rather play games with the 
ladies. After saying all this how can he still love me? His answer: there 
is nothing that you can do that goes without seeing…your father loves 
you and every single human being. I named you Thomas, because for you 
seeing is believing. Now that you believe your sins have fully been forgiven 
my stubborn son I loved you since the beginning, from the start I’ve been 
with you even in your darkest times. I was that shadow that made it seem 
so dark. To the spark that started the never ending fire. To the raft you 
were floating in, I even made its bark. I know you inside outside beginning 
to the end. I am your Maker your Father this message has been heaven 
sent. Not just for you but also for the world to see. I am as real as can be. 
So believe that Jesus is the King of Kings, our savior not just the Inventor 
of Christianity and wear your cross if you’re ready. To carry this message 
until you take flight. This is your destiny. My response, Father let your will 
be done, let your righteous words free us and please forgive my tongue. 
When I was submerged under water, I became alive so send the Holy Spirit 
to guide me through these trials and tribulations until the next life. My 
fire, my Ignitor, my light. I love you Abba you’re the one and only love of 
all love. I say, see here. I AM. He is I. I am him. Yours truly, your stubborn 
son Tomas. Praise God. 
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tomas v. 

back at it
Back at it ready to grab it, I need 
it I have to live it, and breathe it,
The word of God is a necessity it gets
me ready to face brutality my mentality
is telling me the reality of my situation
so I’m waiting for a way to get salvation
I’m searching cuz since birth I’ve been
cursed, so before I leave earth I’m going
to face Judgment in front of God so my conscience
I’m trying to clear cuz I fear the end is near
I’ve shed so many tears over the years I’ve
been selfish in the past it’s brought me nothing
but pain with nothing to gain still I kept
playing games, but it’s time to repent and
lesson to the message god sends, I’ve lived
my life as a sinner without knowing better now 
I know better so I’m back at it, ready to grab it
and keep it, it ain’t no secret it’s in the bible 
scriptures, verses, and titles God word is 
Power, knowledge, love, peace and Hope
is the way thru the narrow road and the 
key to the gates is faith there is no
other way.
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tomas v. 
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trent n. 

escape plan

My get out of jail free
Escaped this place no new charges for me
The power of the pen can break these glass and brick
Just briefly I vanish from the man’s grip
Only to be corralled and locked down again
So thankful for this moment; the power
of the pen

where i am going

I am going to the place I’ve always been destined to be, a place where a 
man does what he says; where he builds up the lives of those around him; 
a place where children are proud to call him dad; where one and only one 
woman thanks God he is in her life and he does the same. A place where 
that man’s pride comes from others achievements and not his own; a place 
where that man can sleep at night with a clear conscience; a place where 
that man can walk with God through the garden of his soul. A place where 
a man is a real man; a place where that man is me. 

perfect day

The streets are paved of gold, the water shines like diamonds. We need 
no money for we are content in each other’s presence. There is no hurt or 
pain. No sacrifice. As a matter of fact, we don’t even know these things. 
We know nothing that is not love and bliss. No concept of time. We one 
together… and there’s fried chicken. 
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trent n. 
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trent n. 
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seven winters
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seven winters

a prison epic - an outline idea and hoped 2-b lived

This, our hero, small outcast with low self-esteem,
Goes to the “underworld,” PRISON
Wrongfully accused
Meets all sorts of trials and tribulations
But keeps to his vigilant non-violent protest of 
All wickedness about him.
He thinks sometimes himself a coward
Until confronted and assaulted
Still keeps his peace
To his surprise the may “wicked convicts” come to 
his defense, unknown to him, 
Causing his assailant to humbly come apologizing
He’s gone into the underworld
Come out with new courage and confidence
Prison’s paradigm gets changed as 
Strength is redefined
Staff credits the “Peaceful Warrior”
He is released early and exonerated, felonies all expunged
Returned heroically to family.
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seven winters

You take from me all material, blue skies and family
I stand cold, naked outside your flames, lost in epiphany 
Look! A single blade of grass escapes the lasting snow!
Now it shines in crystalled frost
Triumphantly it grows!
It sings in beauty ineffable
As only song can tell;
Rejoice in this and live Here, Now-
To miss this would be hell!
Presently we pierce the snows,
Rise majestic to the skies--
Partnered with a blade of grass
We’ve lost all else into ONE MIND
Selah

how frankel lives through auschwitz
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seven winters

just because

Just because I am “light-skinded”
Doesn’t mean I like Grape-Nuts man!
Doesn’t mean I want to keep up with the Jones’ or McDonalds
Doesn’t mean I can’t dance, drum or dig-it man…
Doesn’t mean I can’t do fervent figure-eights by moonlight or sun
Doesn’t mean I can’t jump
I am the sound of a one-hand-high-five and surprise!

Just because I am dressed in orange
Doesn’t mean I am going hunting
Doesn’t mean I am a Broncos fan
Doesn’t mean I dig blending in here
Doesn’t mean I am looking for a word that rhymes with it
Doesn’t mean I feel a pumpkin is my significant other
I am not captivated by your conclusions and there are 6 other chakras.

reflections on now

She said “No thank you Monkey Mind, you are
Bruisin’ the punch line!
I won’t trade my sense of humor for resentments and moon-shine.”

I’ll keep the zen of rhythm 
And the laughter is just fine
Acceptance is the answer
To calamity unkind.

Beyond the distractions 
There is the peaceful and still
Between the claps of confusion, 
Between the spokes of the wheel
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Constant and fleeting, 
Yet ungraspably here
The Now of creation 
To this I lend ear

And Behold!
All’s brand new 
Perceived with innocent eyes
Unspeakable presence 
Beyond Adam’s naming and lies

There’s no craving or wanting, 
Nor to do or be done,
Fused past confusion 
All’s majestically ONE!

Here is my refuge 
In the song beyond sound
Here is Salvation 
Our one sovereign ground

Beyond signs and distinction, 
All singing in OM
This welcoming moment; 
So Divine to come home!
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seven winters

the lost surfboard

When the limbic waves have subsided
When dopamine cannot be found
When seratonin’s taken up too quickly
It’s then that I’m crying out loud.

Where are my sandbags of deception
Where are my opiates of emotional highs
The wax from the candle has burnt out now
And I’m no longer satisfied

As the truths of my tricks
Are now telling
 I see the downside begin
I no longer believe in what I’m selling
So the thoughts of you seep back in

When the poem’s have lost their interest
And distractions have become dull
When even my favorite addictions now fail me
And the paper-tin-pride’s been lulled

Up with the dosage Doctor!
The patients beginning to feel!
Darkness is having its way again
The false is yielding to the real!

The editor’s left the building
And the naked scripts unglossed to the press
There will be a revolt when this hits the glands
Tell the cravings to settle for less!
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william o’b

untitled

Staring at a foggy metal 
       MIRROR
Used to be crystal clear
Atoms dancing on vocal vibrations
     ---
    Fabrications of space and
Time
---
Imaginary portal
    In  
       My 
creative
    Writing flow
             --lyrical echoes
Angles dancing in my mind
    worm hole opens up
different places same time
     till my eyes open up
same place waiting on the 
       hands of time
thinking every moment
for the future of mine
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william o’b

untitled

We all mess up 
      Never give up
Find your path in a plan and
             Climb your way up
      Curve balls and scars
             So what
   Got a little stronger
        Another level up
Correctly experience points
          In life and that’s what’s up
A little fog in the way but it
   Will clear up
Game of life’s ups and downs
   Have the time to cheer you up
         When you’re too down remember to 
             Look up
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Never give up your Dreams. Remember the community is here for you. 
Don’t fear to ask questions and seek knowledge to help make your Dreams 
come true. Look for resources and experts here in town to help you find 
your way. From grants to college to community classes. Write your ideas 
down, save them. Find a little knowledge in the topic areas. Hobbies, 
or genres. Your Dreams and Ideas reside in. It takes time. Write down 
questions. Seek directions. From the workforce to community centers, 
public workshops, certificates, educational courses, to college degrees, job 
shadows, internships, trade skills training. Find what you like go for it. 
Read, the library is a great resource for information and training. You’ll 
find what you like, it’s also a great connection to training. Check out the 
local art resources: great people for an enthusiast to ask questions. Take 
risks for your dreams in your community, call it practice. It’s a small world 
inside your town and you treat it like a college. No matter what obstacles 
that are in your way there are tools and paths to get around it or over 
it. Pave your way my friend. Life is a journey. Stay strong no matter the 
bumps in the roads you face, you can recover. Research the costs and the 
needs of your dreams. Take time, plan how to achieve your goals. For your 
dreams learn what you want and take the steps to get there. Don’t be afraid 
of a little criticism and as long as you know where you’re going, you are 
on the right path to getting there. Consider each step stepping stones to 
what you want. All Dreams are achievable; space is the final frontier. Smile 
make friends enjoy the journey’s ups and downs. Adventures, quests and 
responsibilities, you will gain experience and time will make you wiser 
along the way.

P.S. Dream Big

william o’b

dreams
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anonymous dru

mind opening

Speakout has us writing in blocks
which isn’t easy, at times actually hard.
There is a group of 4 women whom each
week come & try to open the minds of
people, men & women both, to creative
writing & speech. Some do really 
well – others try. There is no failure
less your pen never touches paper.
Even still; never a failure, you attend…Right!!!
Can’t write? Speak your peace

Hand in hand, held together
Heart to heart, love forever
Your smiling face and warm embrace
My memories of you, never erased
To my friend, also my lover
Love you alone, never another
To my lover, also my friend
Love you alone, beginning till end
Since our love has just begun
I know you’re with me till I’m done
Always know if only this
I’ll always await
 Your loving kiss

untitled
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Pay attention to your past cause it reflects your future, the math around 
you adds up to the whom you become today. Continue steps forward so 
I don’t fall back and rely on the past, cause I would hate to look back and 
say, I told you that, but you already knew what I would say cause you said 
it once before. If I tell you ½ of 2+2=3 don’t look at the obvious, make the 
math work for you. The sign for improvement is already past.

sign language from the mathematician

anonymous dru

untitled

Speakout, speaking your mind, out your words, speak your heart, open 
your soul, close your eyes, see your future, relish your past, foresee 
yourself, forgive yourself, don’t hold a grudge.

Contribute as much as you can, learn amongst, absorb life, expel hate, 
open your eyes, embrace the light, stomp the dark, take a step, examine 
your path, don’t go back, lean to not fro… Reach out, touch another, feel 
the touch, thank your mother, skies above, life around, soon we all…dust 
bound.

Mistakes made, oh well, learned my wrongs, brain to swell, drop the gun, 
had my fun, see the grave, once was slave, no more chains, free at last, 
Don’t look back, it’s already past…

8x8 cell guards with guns & our coaches 
In my room, my pet rats & roaches, too little a place with nowhere to roam 
I can’t wait to be back home.
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sissy paycheck

a perfect disposition

A composition of lots of imperfections,
Creating beautiful strong stones for our new foundations,
Starting a path of glorious passionate never ending affection.
Without your flawless lyrical poetic salutation
I would have never been obliged to listen to such a binding 
conviction.
A story made up like a heavenly constellation,
Where it's you & me; Siamese stars in our own very elaborate 
universal collaboration!
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natty the lion

untitled

Sitting in SpeakOut again…Feels like just yesterday that I was doing this 
whole scene.

Well I miss it, Ok?
<3 Natty
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radar lockey

Twinkle twinkle little boy
Don’t you know you’re just a toy
Wrapped around the public’s wrist
Never thinking that you exist
You go through life never knowing
Having nowhere to be going
All the while constantly dreading
That which where you think you’re heading
Deepness being that as your fate
Tell me what it is you hate
You future always to be a mystery
Learn about it from your history
We will all go an extremely long way
Just to have our very own day
Our fifteen minutes of this fame
Always seem to come with shame
The future is yours-what to do
Have it depend…only on you

your decision
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radar lockey
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alyssa 

orange

Orange is the color of our jumpsuits
Also the color of our home team Broncos
Orange are a great and tasty fruit, so are peaches.
Orange sunsets are very beautiful & we have many in the summer nights
Orange you glad I didn't say banana?
Orange is one of the colors of the rainbow.
I'll never wear orange again in my life.
Beautiful rose color in orange.
Naranjo is the color in Spanish and is one of my friends last name.
Orange is the color of pumpkins covering the pumpkin patch in October.

Pigs are pink
They also stink
They roll in mud
And they ain’t no studs.
Studs in a bucket 
They all should say “f*** it.”
We’re getting chopped up into bacon
And we ain’t making that s*** so quit faking
We love our Bacon!

pigs

We call them pigs or SOs.
They come and take us all in rows
They want to be the world’s savers
And through us behind the concrete walls
Where everything falls
F*** these pigs like we got balls,
Bet we can make the laws
See us for we are people
And we all have falls.
F*** these pigs.
We will ball for we fall.
Bet That!

pigs ii
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victoria 

to my bittersweets

Roses are red
Violets are blue
What can I say
about very first
time I met you
I couldn't believe it
you were like a dream
come true...It was like
an instant attraction, so
fast it was an uncontrollable
reaction, Love at first sight,
without a thought in mind,
I just know with all my
Heart & Soul it was right-
so right.
How can
I describe
the exact feeling I felt inside
the very second we locked eyes
you had me hypnotized , your big brown eyes
yup just one look is all it took
2 get me hooked, it seems like
it was just yesterday
when I heard them say its
a handsome boy
My heart was filled
with so much you...but the
best part was when I held you.
I wrapped my arms around
you so gentle but so tight, you
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layed your precious face on my
heart where you felt safe in my arms
I mist say I'm truly
spoiled to have triple the loyalty of
each one of yous bring me
My 2 sons (Zay, Zeke, Gauge)!
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fabrizio

#lesson

Recidivism is exhausting
In & out
Never really realizing
What there really is to cherish
There's no productivity in one's stupidity
Cuz truth is...
I'm too busy wanting
What is already dead!
Not being effective in my head.
Overflowing with hunger, to get ahead
When I close my eyes all I
See is unfilled dreams,
Thinking of all the ways I can!
But never grasping,
Instead, always voiding & wasting away
One's perfect life that's clear as day.
So let me say, as unsatisfied &
Empty as I feel,
I will lavish what I see
& empty my soul of hunger, need & greed!

1/16/14

Aware that I know right from wrong,
But, who am I to say, judge, or display?
Deserted & isolated
Of this full unfurnished cell
Staring at the same blank walls, sitting on
Lock down,
Shed a tear? Na! Feel sorry? I think not!
Cuz there was no hesitation
When it came to my violation!
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Empty is unfilled inside & out
Empty is craving world wide
Empty is no place to go
Empty is nowhere to call home
Empty is dread of never getting ahead
Empty is stress without direction
Or perception
Empty is sorrow that can't be borrowed
Being broken into a million pieces
Always feeling restless
Empty is depression
That leads to temptation
Empty is suicide
With no question(s)

what is empty?

fabrizio

Here I am, once again
Blank & full of dread
Filled with hatred all in my head
Lacking every emotion, half & half
    My heart is hallow
Full of revenge & very lil sorrow  
I'm a waste...
    Waste of your time & mine
Knowing I won't let you stop my grind
Unaware of your feelings
Empty of consideration, of this incarceration
My life full of chances, after chances, after chances.
However, too busy, too prideful, & too cocky to take a look in the mirror
Or to see the cup full, empty, half-full, or half-empty...Which really is it?

untitled
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curious george

heroin

Well here I go again
on an all day journey
just to get Heroin

Nope I don’t have money
though I’ll get it one way or another
even if I have to rob somebody

I hate this s*** 
Why won’t I quit
cuz if I try I get sick

So I do this day after day
I hurt, steal, lie, and cheat
cuz this physical dependency I can’t beat

And now look where I sit
in Larimer County Jail
stuck with no bail

It’s not my first time
Nope been here before
just to get high right out the door

I know that when I get out
I must stay away from it
or one day I’ll die from the s***

I tell myself never again
I say goodbye Heroin 
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curious george

day for day

There it goes
one more day
wasting my life away
sometimes fast
often slow
when’s it my day to go
Is it soon or am I stuck in hell
I guess only Time will tell
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gooch

hazel

In every city I go we seem to find each other
As if by some romantic notion you knew where I would be
And you knew I would need you
And were waiting on the corner, or at the park
Never more than a phone call away
Throughout loss, celebration, and boredom
You have been my best friend and worst enemy 
And I appreciate all the times we had
But I’m all or nothing baby
So next time we meet
Take me all the way home, or don’t find me at all
I hope to see you really soon or never again
Regardless if we meet or not
Loving you has been the hardest thing I’ve ever done.
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preacher

imagine

I often wonder what I will become.  I know where I’ve been and I can 
easily recite the things I have accomplished, while I stroke my ego, by 
highlighting my successes and minimizing my failures.  

But what will I become?

The idea of re-inventing yourself sounds easy, fun and even adventurous.  
But what happens when the luster of who you were fades away, and all 
that you felt and seemed real, shows its true self?  When the relationships 
in your life fizzle out because each one had a motive, and it wasn’t you, 
what do you do?  How do you take the first step?  Do you really believe in 
yourself?  Are you willing to fail, and fail again?  Learning that failure is a 
stop on the road to success, and maybe you got lucky the first time, unlike 
the rest.
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preacher 
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d scribe

dirt

My Home and Mind are mud!
Star dust, star dust, stardust. 
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susan

blue-green

Being indecisive is like the color blue-green.
Not sure whether to be blue, not sure if it’s green
But when united they work together to make 
The most beautiful color out of the crayon box.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Blue green blue green --
together you make the prettiest color I’ve seen.
Or maybe it’s the green that makes it blue,
for actually I have no clue.
Just trying to fill in the time
with this obnoxious rhyme.
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change
I hate change, it’s got me flippin’ out.
I was content with my life dangit!
Gotta stick a stick in my spoke.
This ain’t no joke.
I want out, to do what I’ll insure.
But I do know one thing
This is my life!
F*** society or anyone else that feels
they have the right to say what punishment I should endure.
I was good doin’ me.
I didn’t bother nobody.
I miss the drinkin’ the smokin’ the f***in’ and the cluckin’
Neva shoulda had to be law enforcement duckin’.

diamond princess

my security

The foundation of my life was money
But let me tell you, that got me nowhere honey
I drank and smoked that shi* away
All I needed was a realistic plan for my day.
A family with love that was sincere,
Just to motivate me to be even a noble cashier,
A consistent ride without fault.
So the success in my life does not halt.  

Quiet all around me makes me get stuck in my head,
slows down time and makes me think of the things I dread.
I need noise, distraction and humorous friends,
from the moment I wake up till the second my day ends.
I can’t fall into the silence.
I gotta stay stronger than that.

motion stillness
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diamond princess

the color pink

I don’t like the color pink.
I think it’s a tacky, weak shade.
I don’t think people look good wearing it.
Pink flowers do not stand out in a bouquet.
I think it’s the color little girls wear 
before they can decide and dress themselves.
Pink reminds me of lipstick on an elder’s teeth
and strawberry Jolly Ranchers that don’t taste
like strawberries.

You don’t know me like that!
---------------------------------
Talk on me like you know me like that,
Seen me like that,
Rode with me like that.
You think you got it like that?
Got my name out your mouth 
Thinking you privileged like that?
My ride or dies don’t feel like that
They don’t think like that
We know better than that
Cuz we sure don’t act like that.
So you think you’re down?
Lemme remind you you’re an ass clown.
And in writing I’ll state “That’s That!”

you don’t know me like that
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diamond princess

in-stability

The stability of these walls 
are all that some of us have
although the Realization is drastic
that these walls are brick and not plastic,
they keep us safe and Minimize the havoc.
They’re the stabilization to our Realization of where 
our life was headed, instability 
we’ve dreaded and the hopelessness 
accidently embedded!

neva lost
We looked everywhere! 
Under the bed,
in my pockets, 
on the inside of my undergarments. 
Hhmmmm. 
I checked my purse, 
Rechecked my purse. 
Dumped my purse. 
Retraced my steps. 
Looked at everyone around me. 
Did I ever have it?
Did they steal it?
I sat down… stopped looking for it. 
Wiped the sweat from my head. 
Oops tried to wipe it away I couldn’t. 
My hand was full! There it was! =)
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frank e. good

Damn I haven’t felt this discouraged in quite a while, but I’ll never let it 
show, I’ll just crack a smile.

emotional detachment must be my style, along self-deprecation, 
complacence and self-denial.

years of singing these blues make for endless inspiration, snatched back 
from the clouds by the gravity of the situation.

Will I ever find a replacement, hmm, only time will tell, that thoughts a 
welcome distraction like pacing back and forth across this cell, and lately 
that’s my routine so I guess all is well.

4 left turns is how this course gets run, and I’m the only participant left 
so I’m racing the sun.  Why face it just run and leave the next unlucky 
contestant to clean up the damage she’s done.

Let me take no responsibility on chalk it up to fate, disacknowlege my 
mistakes and writing these facetious lines is how I compensate for letting 
my heart fall so hard just to watch it break.

The real world at times can be as strange as your wildest dreams, reality 
didn’t bite so much as it left a slight sting, an intense chemical reaction, 
and a song for your heart to sing, a couple kids and a wedding ring and a 
short time later a slight chance of an infectious disease.

This time I thought I got away clean, bagged up the evidence and still got 
caught with it cuz returned to the scene like I forgot some s***.

I ain’t coming back girl if that’s what you think, this time I’m not yet I still 
end this sentence with a dot, dot, dot.  Not exactly words of wisdom just 
an abstract thought.

abstract thought
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frank e. good

disconnection

Conversation gets us nowhere neither one of us speaking, drowning out 
all thought like silence is screaming, at one time so compatible, friends 
wished they could be us, now the ground under our feet is the only thing 
common between us, thinking strategic, tryin’ to anticipate the others next 
move, more together out of pride, so unwilling to lose, hundreds of miles 
between us even in the same room, I remember those days when I would 
long just to hold her, she let those shards control her like that dope ran up 
and stole her, Yeah I won’t lie it also abducted me, I found myself you still 
haven’t been seen, you said once let it go free if its meant one day it would 
return and be, one thing I learned about love and its strange once gone 
if it returns you don’t quite look at it the same, so, f*** love it don’t live 
here, heart broke dripping blood but I’m still here no one ever in my heart 
besides you, if I’m yours that part got removed and placed beside you.  9 
long years never once I suspected, that we would feel so unappreciated 
and disrespected, and be so alienated and disconnected.

everything illuminated

I do this to the best of my abilities, still on that same road, stay myself 
even if it kills me

I kind of fell off at times life isn’t how you planned it to be, finally free 
guess it took being stranded to see.

I’m good with the handouts I don’t need, I did the math on my own, like 
they don’t count

On my own now in the end its all for the better, they make no plans 
saying s** like I’m down for whatever, their loyalties are never solid they 
change like the weather

At first it was alright didn’t see the storm begin, they aren’t left guess 
that’s when those clouds moved in.
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finally gave up keeping pace with them, could have stayed on that same 
road and drowned with them

I refuse to stay on that with the same old team, gave up trying to reach 
the top with those same old schemes.

At times it’s like I gotta remember to breathe, always been different 
not too many gifted like me, never in their wildest dreams have they 
envisioned they likes of my I’m like a whole different species not just out 
of your league

Always been meticulous, especially when this pen gets gripped, stay 
perfect with my vision, an artist with my penmanship.

Had to get over myself so this point I could get to, that smoke finally 
cleared now I can see things crystal

It’s almost like, to say these words I waited my whole life, to show how I 
made through those dark days and pitch black nights, walked through 
and burned a couple of times, trust me, I’m alright.

It took years to finally deal with that emotional damage, the words on 
these papers are blueprints of how I managed, to finally face that mirror 
and embrace these talents, f*** shooting for the stars I’m gunning straight 
at those planets

The times they hated could never compare, to what I did to myself with 
the time I wasted, I light I found, lead me to this new inspiration this 
road’s still the same but now everything’s Illuminated.
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frank e. good

mixed messages

You say you’re gone already know that, unfamiliar like who’s that, you 
come around these old spots, with some new cat, it’s cool don’t trip I’ll be 
fine, go ahead and take your time, just please not more of mine, you out 
there breaking hearts this time just not mine, yeah I know this story so old 
I heard what you said I’m heartless and too cold, won’t mention how you 
get down gurly cuz you know.  Don’t get me wrong I truly respect your 
decision, so many differences to add up to many to even begin to mention, 
it’s like I had to cash a check for you to pay attention, I must of fell off 
or some wires got crossed, found some new bars after that old signal got 
lost, I won’t lie when you left I felt that weight lift, no more arguments 
and conflict over strange s***, nah you ain’t brand new, you stay on that 
same s***, I must get lost in translation, we don’t speak the same language. 
Let me close those open lines of communication, you can keep your 
friendship, I don’t need the aggravation, I read your story mostly one big 
contradiction, was it a half truth or mostly just based on fiction. Whatever 
the case let the scene fade out to blackness forever keep my name on that 
blacklist, if I’m a liar that chick is a f****n actress, yeah I took some shots 
I know most of the points got missed, read between the lines, don’t let the 
message get mixed.
transit

I love you too, something must have changed inside, no matter how strong 
it was, I guess it just changed with time.

It will never die, ‘till this day it’s still alive, forever it will remain in my 
heart and mind.

Babe I could never hate you, blessed me with those four precious lives, in 
addition to that gave some of the best years of mind.

Make no mistake, meant no disrespect when I wrote those lines, I was just 
hurt trying to make some sense of it from my side.

When it comes to handling emotions we were both terrible, but all we had 
was our parents’ relationships to compare ours to,
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The funny thing is in life, loves not all that comparable.

To anything we had ever experienced that’s why we set so many unrealistic 
expectations and took em so serious, fought over em so many times it was 
ridiculous.

We said sorry but never learned to forget, like we love the pain and chose 
to masochistically relive the s***

F*** whoever’s wrong or right why should that matter, we stayed so caught 
in the past, we let our future pass us.

It’s crazy to think at one time we were closer than close then let that division 
slowly increase until it separated us both

Those last few years were such a struggle just to stay afloat, we started this 
with hearts bent no surprised when they broke no longer pointing fingers 
if anything the blame’s on us both.

those last days were such bleak haze a constant state of confusion, yet we 
stayed so desperate to win a battle we both were still losin’

It turned out to be beyond repair despite how many times we fixed it, we 
swore we did but each time more pieces stayed missin’,

Couldn’t go back to the same ole same we changed and remained different.

Went from in love to strangers under the same roof, couldn’t even exist in 
the same room.

The slightest provocation from the smallest mistake and all those years 
blow up in your face sometimes the smallest of sparks is all it will take

That fires out no, what’s left in the ashes we have to learn to accept it, we 
took each other for granted at the end we both felt neglected.
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The worst times spoiled the best of our intentions the hurt from it all cause 
us to react so reckless

Notices it going down by then much too late to reset it, the choices we 
make at times impact lives with results that are epic.

We’ve been down those roads for the three whole time so would three 
more chances matter if we still stay blind.  Would three different hearts 
help if they’re all the wrong size, I guess I might not get it right even with 
three lifetimes

Sometimes it’s the experience we were only meant to see, even if it was the 
hardest we could fight it’s over now so we should just leave it be, come to 
terms with it all and finally agree.

I’ll always love you, just like you’ll always love me, but life ain’t a movie, 
not all happy endings will be.

It’s ruff now but all in dear time, whatever you’re lookin’ for in this life I 
pray you find, and when you remember that light share it with the world 
baby girl cuz you shine.

Damn it’s a shame when life don’t go the way that you planned it, in my 
eyes you’re a queen this whole f***n world you should have it, nah you 
deserve more than that and if I could I would grab every planet

Just to make up for the times I took you for granted, and for the times I 
let you get lost in those clouds instead of keeping your feet planted.  I’m 
still struggling with it, but eventually I’ll learn to manage, we might be 
together again in the future, but right now we’re in transit.
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kelly

foggy

Darkened nights, and lockdown days,
bring confusion and a thickened haze.
You feel forgotten,
and quite often
you feel used,
for these feelings I’m accused.
My thoughts drift away from me,
floating into an endless sea
where they shall forever remain.
Anxious and untame.

life

Endless days.
Darkness.
Light. 
Morning. 
Night.
Trips to plan.
Deals to land.
Love to find. 
Healing of some kind. 
Rainy days. 
Lost in this haze.
All the people wander around.
Going through a phase.
But never being found.
Darkness.
Light.
Morning. 
Night. 
Birth and death. 
Then there’s nothing left.
Endless days. 
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Used down to nothing, ashes and dust,
I gave it my all and it was a blast.
Laying here crumpled and worthless
Needing loves warm caress.
But where it rains the sun is shone. 
You can’t always be afraid and scared of the unknown. 
I rise now to the call of hope,
Suddenly life seems easier to cope.
My new found hope spreads and grows, 
My spirit is lifted, and love it bestows.
Lighter now, my heart catches the wind,
Away I go to find another heart to tend. 

kelly

phoenix
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cree

get up when you’re down

I’m not proud of my address in this upside down backwards 
town.
I go out to get in.
In to get out.
Are we near to the day to be saved?
You can take this life by the hand, with arms wide open.
To love is to die.
To die is to love…

Medicine shields like windows.
Sacred faces 
Tantalize me with your anonymity.
Sacred face
Evoke your sacred identity.
Sacred face
You honor the dead and 
Creatures of nature,
Happy within.
Dropping my robe
I leave behind my bones
I take only love…

  

untitled
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abundant blessings

cree 

How great thou are
curses broke
I sent them to the ground (under my feet)
generational curses,
they no longer have
authority over me.
Abundant blessings
that were lost
and never given.
(Stolen) now mine
once again.
I call forth blessings
on them.
No more walls
between us.
Angel with the blue eyes
helped me heal my curse.
A verse a day keeps hell away.
Hoka Hay 
I’m God’s Warrior.
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cree 

now i lay me down to sleep

Gather up your tears
I’ll wear my pearls.
Make me a magic rainbow
Before I lie down
In my bed of roses.
His crown of glory I wear,
Arms open wider.
I’m rising, ascending
To the clouds.
Soon I’ll be wearing
White when I come into
Your kingdom.
First I watch all the bitterness burn.
My wings he gave me
I already know how to fly.
OH MY GOD I’M SAVED

Red is my blood
Red is my skin
Red as a lover’s lips
Red as my bleeding broken heart that cries
Red is a rose
Is a rose
Or a cold nose
Little red corvette
Red is the blood moon
Red is the summer sunrise
Red is the earth
Red is a sacred color
Red my people.

red
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I have found the hope
that I had lost
so many moons ago.
My life is good
My love is strong
My children give me strength
But by the power of God
I am redeemed.
Jesus is showing me everything.
Proverb – One a day keeps the hell away.
John, HEB 8-11.
My worry and fret has gone away.
Peace and happiness has filled me.
YEXA
 YEXA
  YEXA

    

cree 

saved
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I pray you learn to understand.
Great Spirit inside, let a man decide.
Son.
You carried the cross, you paid the price.
We can take what was wrong and make it right.
Blood makes us whole.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Remember
I gather medicine from the earth.
My bare feet aware of my ancestors as I walk over
Supernatural forces in whirlwinds.
Swirl over my body
They whisper in my ears not to forget.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Son
No more war path.
We must stand united.
Big Bear, Little Bear
Bear paw mountains.
BigSky.
Son.
Time to come home.
Montana

cree 

son (montona)
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danielle

in a cell

The window is narrow.
The walls are close.
Yet my mind keeps growing wide.
Set the circumstances aside,
Don’t lack to abide
And the bu**s***won’t cease to hide.
Everything happens for a reason.
No matter the season
And it all works out in the end.
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catrina

my black envelope

I wonder wat’s in dis black envelope.
It looks so mysterious.
I want to open it just to see wat lies
or hope dat go to dis mystery.
An object or letter.
Good or bad.
Happy or sad.
F*** it, I’m opening it… 1…2…3…
OK I’ll wait another minute.
Hmmmm… As I sit and wonder 
wat dis black envelope can ponder.
So here I open my black unknown
to find a cream-colored envelope!
Really, dam*** man!
Another secret withheld from me
in dis cream-colored envelope 
dat was just handed to me as a secret!
F*** it, I’m opening it… 1…2…3…
Wat a great secret dis turned out to be,
a little note dat speaks only da truth.
It says “Knowing someone 
is like buying another mirror for yourself.”
Think hard at wat da meaning is!
Do you know you?
If you do, then you get it!
L8trs!
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justus dickson

untitled

I am unstable and so are my kids. We wander the streets, we do drugs, 
we latch on to anyone that will let us. This time out we latched on to 
each other. We are now starting to become the stable family we all have 
dreamed of. We stick together and we find no reason to do drugs. We 
found the love we need is the love from each other.
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lanisha

inside

Inside my mind I am trapped
trapped in my body
trapped inside my soul
fighting to get out, out of jail, out of my mind,
out of my body, free from the spirit of my soul.
Each one of these places has been touched by a 
sad spirit that I am fighting off, fighting to get out,
away so the positive spirit of God, good things
that I want, need can come into play, then I will be free.
Today is the day that those bad spirits, thoughts, emotions
have been laid to rest so my mind, body, soul can have the best of me, 
and rid off the negative, live only with the positive.

Inside my soul
Inside my body
Inside my mind

The trapped spirit is gone, the positivity of Love, 
happy thoughts are coming back with good vibes
more power than before. 

So God’s grace, my inner gratitude for everything that good that comes 
my way,
Positive I know, that thanks be to God,
My inner mind, body and soul of the many gifts given
To me are now in the place, 
Spirit of where God intended them to be,
The devil has been defeated by God, 
The spiritual weapons that God blessed us all with, I used them correctly, 
This time around we won, 
Now the sun will shine 
on us, for us
and only good can come from that!! 
Amen
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lanisha

my decorative spirit

my decorative spirit is my sh--
I am a drunk, I am a partyer 
I am a ten and two’r
I like to drink, f*** what you think
I like to smoke, if you don’t
don’t stand too close you might choke

Happy Valentine’s Day to me
Buy my own flowers—Hell ya!
Buy my own bottle—Hey party!
I have my own piece 
I will get my own sack
on this Valentines Day
I got my own f***ing back!!

rainbow sherbet

Rainbow sherbet is my favorite ice cream, 
Lemon sherbet is a part of that, 
but Lemon sherbet by itself is not quite the sherbet
I wanted in my mouth or even write about.

Lemon sherbet melted all over the container
well you know when you buy a car that a piece of sh**
they call it a “Lemon” mints
if I don't like Lemon sherbet that’s why

It melted on my counter, I don't care 
cause I never wanted that nasty a** Lemon sherbet there!!
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sandie

maldo “naughty”
A secret, a secret
I know I must keep
f--- it, I’ll chuck it
cuz I know I’ll just speak it.
I’m kind with words 
but not ones that are untold
cuz I’m like a cards men
n I’ll tell what people should be shown.

Something fake and something that people 
don’t want known cuz
they hate what they hold
inside that the don’t 
want known

All things forgotten is what 
I want done.
I’ve been molested and violated 
but only some know. 
I dwell on the past 
n what physically might last
but hey me emotions will soon be my past.

I’m manning up to what I’ve done
in a mean blast n standin for whats mine
my kids n my Real man.
I hope that the ones that have only made me feel 
like I come last, guess what
Right now you’ll be kissing my ass

I’m happy I’m beautiful n
You mad at what you cant have.
But guess what? I’m finally not last. 
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brenton

i am from...
I am from Montana 
I smell pigs 
I see wheat 
I drive a truck instead of a Prius 
I eat meat instead of salad 
We’re from the country not the 
city 
We play in mud instead of parks 
There, there, not here.  

People confused
congregate to see one simple play
Entertained.  
People lined for who knows 
Competition of rivals 
competing to show the best of One.  
Window pane with distant view 
Observing others with shadow sand 
of cross roads where who knows what lies 
behind blue eyes 

untitled
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jessea

untitled

I am from the nightmares
of the bottom
I am from the 
birth of great music
the rise of 2pac
I am from holes
dug for worms, soon
to be fish meat.
On a hot summer 
day with a glass of
ice tea. This is part of
where I'm from it's what
helped shape me. Just
a little kid poorer
than the rest, but still 
making do with what I had
best. Always sleepin on 
the floor rather than 
waking up dead. I am 
the bird who learned
to fly rather than
falling from the nest.
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jessea

untitled

I am going to the top
through blood, sweat, and tears
I am going to explain my trials
and tribulations to the world
so before I go to heaven it
knows my name. I am going to
be of a higher nobility. For once
I am going to be king.

The salty mist begins to clear
Among the pink horizon
Deceased soldiers begin to fall
To their water graves below
Flowing waters move calmly 
quietly
Like a shadowy sand.
As flags follow their course
In the wind. Leaving me to
Wonder what lies behind blue
Eyes. Hidden in an 
extraordinary
Exciting darkness of war.

untitled
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joe

untitled

The last person to wear this shoe was a lazy person that likes to be 
comfortable. It was worn in a house, the hackey sack is about the size of a 
small plum. It is colored blue, white, and grey. The barrette was worn by a 
geeky girl walking home from college. she was about 5’8 with blonde hair 
and green eyes, when I picture a pencil I see a yellow, slim piece of wood 
with graffiti inside of it waiting to be sharpened. There was 2 people that 
seemed to be arguing on the field at the park. One of them had on the 
slipper and another had a pencil in his ear. I overheard them talking about 
who could do a better stall with their hackey sack. The one with the slipper 
swore he could hack better, but the one with the pencil in his ear wouldn’t 
hear it. A cute, nerdy girl with a barrette walked up and said “stop arguing 
you two.”

untitled

“Hey Joe, you wanna play hackey sack?”

He said yea and walked over, slippers dragging on the rug. After they got 
to playing, the one with the slippers swore he could hack better. He saw 
his girlfriend, she leaned against the door. Jon’s dad came in drunk and 
bumped into the guy with the slippers. The man starts screaming at the 
young man, saying he needs to watch where he’s going. The guy with the 
slippers just ignored him, knowing Jon’s dad was very drunk.
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joe

yesterday

“Looked just like you, strange things my imagination might, take a breath 
reflect on what I’ve been through, or I just keep going crazy cause I miss 
you.”

It makes me happy and reminds me of a good friend of mine. It makes me 
feel at peace with myself.

It kinda reminds me of the hard times I’ve been through, and that I need 
to keep my head up and stay motivated if I go through more hard times. It 
gives me hope for the future.

untitled

Dear Mama,

I can see you standing at the threshold in the sunshine listening to the 
changes of the sounds of money trees. Spread the word that the time of the 
race is 4:00pm, and it will start when the sound of silence is broken by the 
gun shot. Well I gotta go now, keep ya head up.

       

Her voice brings harmony to a room. 
It can diffuse people’s anger instantly, 
It shows her beauty without
having to physically see her. 
Bianca’s voice is like a feeling of 
ecstasy, a rush of insane happiness 
Her voice brings peace to whoever hears her 
talk. 
It reminds me of the beauty of the waves of the ocean. 
When she sings, the birds go silent to listen. 
Everything about her makes my mind go crazy with love for her. 

sublime girl
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josh

life goes on

Birds fall
And collectors call 
But life still goes on.

Hearts break 
And thieves take 
But life still goes on 

Parents die 
And kids cry 
But life still goes on 

Jobs lost 
And bills cost 
But life still goes on 

One day, when you’re old and gray 
You’ll want to see everyday 
But when it’s time to say goodbye 
You’ll look back at the good times

You asked her out 
Scream and shout 
And life just went on 

Took a knee
Said “marry me?” 
And life just went on 

One day, when you’re old and gray, 
You’ll look your daughter in the eye 
A tear will fall across her face
And you will tell her not to cry 
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She will laugh and hold you close 
Say what you said years ago 
Buddy 

I cry for me 
Life must go on 

These tears are selfish 
I still want this 
Life with you here 
But before you go, 
I want you to know 
That I will always 
Beep—
Love you 

One day, whether young or old
Your body will turn into mold 
So be ready for that twist 
‘cause someday this will be it. 

And life won’t go on. 
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josh

untitled

My real name is 
I’ve forgotten 
How the water lilies fill with rain 
Dew drops drip and streak their way 
The ground is old and green and damp 
So shade that rises from my dirty feet 
Is cold and weighs me down 
The beams of light dance on my face 
And set me free from industrial dreams 

My soul’s imaginary sight 
Is filled with beauty and 
Delight 

Oh how can one rename the sky 
When words are only just a sound ?
And while there is not enough time 
To begin to name yourself 

Harmonious sounds float with the wind 
Rustle leaves and splash with water 
Dilemmas of your everyday 
Are no longer a problem 
‘cause I’m now in Wonderland 
Right up here in Wonderland 
I’m doing it the best I can 
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josh

untitled

A man of 23 years
Barely has a glimpse of who he is
But he stands tall with an iron
Grip on those 23 years
As he gets beaten and dies
Tied to a fence
Tears run from his eyes
As he cries why why why
He might not have cuddled with death
If he would have crumbled
And let their hate get in his head
But instead he would not let them win
Which fueld the anger
Of these poor, sad men
23 years of being criticized
Made fun of not because he was the black sheep
But because he was not white

The black sheep
Until the hate of himself
Bubbled up in a frenzy
Coursing through his veins
With every heartbeat
Until it reached his brain
And he realized
This is insane
It’s me
And I’m everything I can be
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josh

untitled

Arranging letters 
Her love was sweet 
Kisses of sunshine 
It’s a catastrophe 

Maybe time wills 
The heart to move on 
But I’ll be waiting 
Until my world is gone 

Baby, are you still next to me? 
Are you listening from above? 
You know that it’s your voice I hear 
When I need some love and wisdom 

I won’t forget your laugh
Or the tears you’ve cried 
It seems like quiet grief is my demise 
I miss you honey 

Baby, are you still next to me? 
Are you still listening from above
You know that it’s your voice I hear 
When I need some love and wisdom 

Nostalgic waves break my grace 
Deflate my wisdom 
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josh

Araura’s lullaby was a crack pipe
Another “will I die?”
Well, she doesn’t care
Maybe doesn’t see
What she’s doing to her baby
Just another hit
Just another pull
Another one to her dome
Suffocating inside her belly tomb
She used to fall down
And was crying
For herself cause
No one heard
Now she’s on top of the world
Screaming fire
With her words, sayin
Abandon me you backless sap
I’ll pull myself up from my straps
Nothing said can hold me down
I can turn my life around
Araura’s lullaby was another guy
A black and blue eye
Well, she doesn’t care
Maybe doesn’t see
What he’s doin’ to her body
It was just one hit
It was just one pull
Just another one to her dome
Doesn’t deserve it
But it’s all she knows
She used to stumble
And was cryin
For herself

araura’s lullaby
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Cause no one heard
Now she’s on top of the world
And screaming fire with her word
Sayin’ abandon me you spineless sap
I’ll pull myself up from my strap
Nothing said can hold me down
I can turn my life around
She’s got her demons by the back
Get a trap, catch them all
Sing for strength
You are set free
Stay off the path of misery
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dese

untitled

Elijah is riding down the walkway positioning his feet that he better 
commit to or the bone-crunching fall will not be cured by a bowl. Some 
are on the side behind the quarter bowl. Others are sitting on the hip where 
we usually kick it to watch what’s goin on in the park and talk s***. Kinda 
like a home base, as I taste the cigarette smoke in the air, I pull out my 
phone and put it on Instagram. All we hear are his wheels clacking from 
the cracks of the entrance. Then, it smooths out and he pops his board like 
wood is being dropped on concrete. Silence while he is in the air and as 
he lands, he doesn’t eat s***. It’s a hard slapping sound that’s tripled. Some 
clap for a sec or say, “Hell yeah.” Then, I smell cigarettes for a celebration. 

Life can be so irritating
One moment could be filled with laughter. 
nonstop fun and healthy chatter
and with a flash, it can be aggravating. 
Suddenly, everything is shifted to mad chaos 
their front is gone from the mace, 
What happened to the other face? 
Maybe it was split in two from the nose
All the menacing words are so loud
Firing from person to person
Retreating, hoping you’re not in position. 
After all, everything rises to a cloud.
No longer is anyone hurt or in fright
The room is again filled with laughter 
Soon to crawl again under our comforter 
All the pain is drained away as we sleep at night 
Will tomorrow be the same? 

normal day
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migel

untitled

I am going to make my mom proud
I am going to work hard to get my education
I am going to get a career
I am going to build my momma a house
I am going to have my children
I am going to be the father figure I didn't have
I am going to move far away
I am going to see my grandchildren
I am going to grow old
I am gonna be someone in this life.

From my window of pain I see the crossroads
Of fallen soldiers my friends & family
I cry out to them but they don’t hear me
They just keep moving along the road of
Judgment while I just think to myself
I will see them one day & be on the
Same road when the day comes
Thinking it may be the happiest place
To be, but also scared of what
My judgment might be.

untitled
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migel

i am from...
I am from the land of the lost
I am from where zombies look to feed 
I am from where people don’t have remorse 
I am from the desert where people just don’t seem to ever come back from 
I am from where the cold goes deep into the bone 
I am from the taste of dirt is everywhere 
I am from where people without a soul just don’t have feelings 
I am from where nobody wants to be from 
I am from where the government screws you instead of helping 
I am from where my family’s scared to even see me in the street 
I am from where more than half my friends are dead 
I am from where people could tell me nothing 
I am from where people, tired of violence, look at me with disgust 
I am from where people, with devilish deeds, will never forget me and 
what I have done 
I am from where I had to be a man 
I am from Jimenez Chihuahua even though 
 I wasn’t born there. 

My first day of school, I’m feeling like a fool who hasn’t gone to school 
for 3 years. First class I walk into, this girl catches my eye. Nervous to 
start a conversation, she asks what my name was with the most beautiful 
smile I have ever seen in my life. I ask for hers. She blushes and says Isela. 
Throughout the day, we both catch each other staring at one another. I feel 
butterflies in my stomach, while we just mess around. She tells me things 
with such confidence like we have known each other forever, but it is just 
the first day we have actually started talking. The next day, it’s different. 
She seems nervous around me. While I sit next to her, I think to myself: 
I must have messed up on something. Later, her friend tells me that she 
really likes me a lot. Then, I got nervous which I don’t know why. It seems 
I like her too, but I’ve never really fallen for a girl before. This is different. 
We start talking, barely saying anything, just gazing at each others’ eyes. I 
go for it. I ask her on a date. Till this day, I don’t regret. 

untitled
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Always stood by my side while I 
gaze at those beautiful brown eyes 
Short by feisty, would make me realize 
what I was doing wrong while I 
would love the taste of her sweet lips and love touching her black hair 
that shines like the night sky 
I would be myself, and she loved that 
She wouldn’t judge me but make me 
feel special every moment I was with her 
even though it might have been the worst 
day of my life. But now she waits 
for me to get out of the system, so I can
be with her and here I wait to see, 
feel, and hear her, but maybe she’s 
Moved on already without me knowing it 
But I just hope for her the best in this 
cruel cold world we both live in.  
Now I remember the past 
which was reality, but I think of the future we could have which might be 
just a fantasy.  

migel

untitled
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pacman

untitled

Those coming and going 
traveling vast miles for the presence of each other 
A grand meeting place full of lux and beauty, 
though eventually they will part and life resumes.  
Not far off, set in the backdrop of society, 
live those to whom lies life’s greatest splendor. 
They may be modest. They don’t binge 
but no matter the day or time,
they always have each other. 
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tyler

untitled

My mom was always depending on him to support her and the family. He 
walked all over her every second of every day. She always wanted to do 
something about it, but couldn’t. She didn’t know what to do. He needed 
help and wouldn’t agree to get it. Every day he would get meaner and meaner 
as his issues with drugs grew. She knew she needed to do something, but 
wasn’t confident enough to do it. Finally, after years and years of taking 
his beatings, she had enough. She got a job of her own and left, leaving 
him, now the broken one. Maybe he should’ve acted differently and got his 
priorities straight. Now she has the life she deserves and worked so hard 
for. She now has everything, and he has lost everything. He never thought 
this could happen. Sometimes, I wish he would’ve thought differently. I 
know he deserves it. 

She’s beautiful. Blonde hair and blue eyes. 
She’s confident with her bright smile. 
She’s strong and independent. She no longer let’s people walk all over her. 
She’s a friendly, loving and funny
person despite everything she has been through. 
She’s overcome a lot in her life. 
I look up to her, 
and I feel bad 
because I might be letting her down. 
She’s never given up on me. 
Her perseverance might be the only 
reason I’m here today. 
She’s my mom
and I love her. 

untitled
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alex

it’s all on you

All you can do is
Keep moving forward and
don’t let anything bring you down!
Your beautiful, you are
an amazing woman
and no matter how hard life gets, you deserve 
this. 
you will become somebody that is above and beyond
doesn’t matter how you do it!
NOBODY can f*** up this
except yourself!
This is all about you, you
getting sober and finding 
that special someone <3
You got this Babygirl.
Focus on yourself and
learn how to take care
of your needs besides
hitting your worst enemy. 
Your beautiful, Smart, 
funny , intelligent, 
and FEARLESS also
Very Strong. 
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alex

now you’re gone

I’ve let you go, now I’m saved
I ended up being your
slave and I hated it! I found 
you as my battle to just
distract my mind from all
the bad, in my life! But you
started to take over me, and 
I had to stop that asap. 
As long as I took that hit
of dope just to get high
I got more and more addicted. 
I was at the point of just
completely giving up and not
doing it anymore but I 
couldn’t put you down for 
my life!
It’s time to just move on
and get away from the 
drugs and my addiction.

Not knowing what’s going to happen next, that’s very heart breaking. When 
that time comes to say a goodbye I can’t even explain how broken I am. 
When I can’t breathe, I feel dead inside. When life is just going and going 
and you can’t stop for just a little while that’s when my feeling of emotionally 
and physically broken comes in. 
Knowing that I won’t be able to see those little girls for a long time. I’m so 
broken and just want to sleep until that day comes around. 
Everything I have gone through is a broken place….All I can do is just 
keep putting myself together and not staying broken. 

broken
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I thought I found the perfect guy, one that knew how to treat me right. 
But I forgot to hold on and now he’s gone. 
I should have pushed harder for it to work, but I didn’t and now I’m hurt.
I can’t remove his picture from my mind, I think about him all the time.

He meant everything to me and now we can’t be
I ruined it all, I say as I slowly fall
I miss the way it was with him, and the lights are starting to dim.
Everything inside is dead.
I can’t get him out of my head. 

I need him to survive. 
He makes me feel so alive. 
He has my everything,
and without him it’s just not the same. 

alex

perfect guy

Everything is spinning and won’t stop. No matter how hard I try to stop. 
My life is a crazy rollercoaster and it just goes, goes, and goes. When I’m 
ok then my ride starts to go at a steady rate. 
My world is like a volcano. It erupts when things get too crazy and I just 
can’t do it anymore. 
My life changed when that feeling Broken and alone came along because 
I didn’t feel like myself. When I took that first hit I felt like I was on top 
of the world. Never thought that “crystal meth” would become my best 
friend. The person who I am is not there anymore when I was getting high. 
My rollercoaster is on a slower path and it’s comfortable. 
I would have called my life a dark tunnel, but now I’m starting to see the 
bright light. 

rollercoaster
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I don’t know if I will ever be able to Love again.
I’ve gotten my heart broken way too many times. 

I let people come into my life
Just to let them bring me down. 

Too many losses, and too many hard times. 
I gotta keep my head up high to survive.

I’m scared to leave the ones that care and love. 
I gotta go to get better
And get back on my feet
to show those ones that I’m not weak. 

alex

heart broken
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alex

lost and found

I lost myself when I was on the streets
I lost my family when I got ahold of my worst enemy.
I lost the ones I loved
I lost my best friend from day one. 
I lost the home I had to keep me warm.
I lost it when I started to cut again. 
I lost all the trust I had for people
I lost my self-respect
I lost one of my own to my mistakes and my faiths
I lost a lot of trust from my friends and family.
I almost lost my life to stupid decisions
I lost my uncle that I loved to death to drugs and murder.
I lost all the amazing things I had going for me. 
I lost my scholarship to get my career started. 
I lost my hope in life. 
I lost myself when I took that first hit of meth. 

I found my way to a safer place
I found my hope in life when I found myself coming to Turning Point. 
I found more people that love and believe in me. 
I found myself getting a second chance at life. 
I found myself building a wonderful relationship with my mom again. 

I think about the past a lot. 
And find myself doing it more than I should. 
I’m finally finding myself being sober and not worrying so much about 
my experience that went wrong. 

I found myself seeing the light
Instead of the darkness.
I found myself sober from my addiction. 
I found me!
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ivy

untitled

your little girl turned into a monster
out on the streets because nobody wants her
growing up all the f**k** up sh** that happened to me
what did you expect I would grow up to be
I was a little girl left to face all that sh** alone
you made it obvious I wasn’t wanted in your home
so I left with all the anger you taught me to feel
and made my own family, one that would actually be real
it’s not that I picked the drugs over you
I fell in love with the dope game and that love felt true
everything was so new so crazy and fast
I never had time to think of my past
I know it’s f**k** up the things I put us through
but when I was at my lowest dope was there
Mom, where were you?

I wish you could have seen the drugs took away the nightmares
but you didn’t care about my struggles and my fears
12 years old I never thought I’d sell my soul for one more taste
I’d take anything that would get me high
got hooked on a couple until I found what really made me fly
I rocked that dope pipe like a baby in a manger
I wish I could have foreseen all the coming danger
but even in the face of death
I kept going consumed by crystal meth
My addiction became too much to tame
when I feel in love with the dope game
I thought I found where I was meant to be
but my nightmares were becoming reality
I didn’t give a f**** as everything fell apart
the only thing I knew was that the monster had its claws in my heart

untitled
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ivy

untitled

You hear the same words over and over
Addict, tweaker, criminal
They use these words to justify
Caging you like an animal
While you’re in that cage 
You have time to decide
Is what they say true, 
Or is it all lies
And Maybe deep down its true
But who gave them permission
To say it, they don’t know
What you’ve been through
If you want to see
Who I truly can be
Then open up that cage
And let me free. 

This is my one wild life
So why am I not the one choosing 
What’s wrong or right
I can’t even chose what time to go to bed @night
I’ve just about given up this crazy fight
So you’ve won for now but just hang tight
When my time is up I’m going to
Freely live my one wild life
And I probably won’t do anything right

untitled
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ivy

untitled

Baby you could be the one to change my life
Or maybe just my fun for the night
I love the feeling I get next to you
Starting to make me think love could be true
But don’t get cocky
You’re not the only one
To say things you say
And tomorrow I can find another boy
That makes me feel the same way
Because getting that attention is what I love to do
Did you really think the one with the game was you? 
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My name is concrete, powerful, and to the point. 
As soon as it rolls off your tongue, 
Your eyes seem to brighten, having realized you’ve spoken the words of 
God. 
Well at least that’s what my mother Mary thought when she conceived 
me. 
With proud tears rolling down her cheeks, 
She gently whispered in my ear.
(H)awa Vandi
A name passed down by many generations. 
Hawa is the name originating from Eve,
The mother of earth, Adam’s lover, 
And the b**** that ate the apple. 
Hawa is a unique name because it is known 
To all of mankind and languages. 
The white people inaccurately pronounce it Hawa, 
My native land calls me “Awah”
The Jews call me Chava,
And the Muslims call me as they please. 
All in all, I know I am known
Words of me are spoken throughout the nation.

The Americans, they think my name
Is “cool” having little knowledge of it. 
It’s the most common name in Africa, 
A John Smith in America
And a Jackie Chan in China.
When I came here, I became apology. 
My name destined to be said by these alienated faces. 

zabel

hawa vandi
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They say my name fits me well, 
They tell me it’s strong, a word that
Stands by itself, hanging to every soul’s core

I take the kind words and simply shove them away
Never looking back on them.
They may say all these poetic terms resembling my name,
But I know otherwise.
I would love to think my name identifies me, 
But it simply doesn’t. 
It just is. A name, 
Words used to identify my force, and many others
Words that came out of my mother Mary’s lips
But I did seem to find a pun off my name
After being renamed shy devilish
Hawa Vandi,
It was changed to Hawa Zabel, 
Kind, patient, radiant, and longing for charisma. 
And because of that I am able to say that Hawas Zabel to do anything! 
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zabel

her

She was raised in a place of captivity
Where her fearful soul was punished and tricked
Her mind seemed to roam everywhere
What she desired she knew nothing of
She was taught right from wrong, 
And expected to appreciate the life given. 
She was destined to be known as “saved”
Saved from what, she wailed. 
The brutal sense of reality
Or the visions of sorrow sought out of her fate?
How dare they take her, shriveled and hopeless
And twist it into a mind f***ed game?
Her mind roams, trying but unable to locate freedom
She walks without talks, and sings without staples, 
She dances with no restrictions, 
Yet she sees with a doubtful blindfold. 
Everything was an illusion, she once though, 
And that her mind was trapped in a dungeon
Waiting to be freed
Seeking the opportunity of revenge
She lives life blaming with condemning premises
She’s made her life a lie, into an inception, 
And turned it upside down
She has tricked her self-centered mind
Into believing that everyone else is the problem
Yet deep down she knows her only enemy is her.
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zabel

i know why the warriors bawl

I know why the warriors bawl, and cry like weak men
I know why they cry like ten chick hens
Cooped up in a cage, and I swear, I’ve witnessed them
They Scream and shout, with mouths open, but with no words spilling 
out.
I’ve felt why the warriors wail, I’ve felt it no doubt, 
Having fought so long, their bones weak
Their veins shrieking, 
Crying out for the blood to flow through

I’ve witnessed the warriors cry, their hands reaching out, yearning, 
Their arms weak from holding on to their tedious war, tired from 
chasing and pursuing freedom.
I’ve heard the warriors ask why? Why not today? Why must they suffer, 
with no way of turning? 
And they wonder why the savior doesn’t come and lead em?
They say “we are just innocent souls, whose intentions are good, so god, 
why are we so misunderstood?”
There attempts at calling out are unknown, for the only thing seen is 
their skin
Niggers, the warriors were known as niggers, black and hood
Their color so different, they might as well be animals, vulgar beasts. 

I know why the warriors bawl, and no longer flap their noir painted 
wings, 
I know why their lips are shut, as if stapled and bounded down, 
They will go on in life silenced because their words have been shut and 
drowned, 
We may ask what powers weakened the warriors who used to roam 
bravely?
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The Blanco, the whites, the clique, and the apparent unique. 
See the warriors had a treacherous history with these white men. 
The noir skin of the warriors contrasted to the white’s pallor tones, and 
the white beasts’ vulgar words spat at the warriors won the whites victory. 
And ever since then, our warriors no longer sang, they cooked like 10 
wounded hens.
Cooped up in unfamiliar places and now the new generation of warriors 
can no longer know true freedom
Only because it’s indifferent to what the pallor souls teach. 

So why must the warriors fight any longer? 
Why struggle to get noticed and bother with the speech? 
Why should the warriors try? Bother to show that they are stronger? 
Stronger than the accusations, stronger and better than the itch
The itch that comes with greed in the whites
What have they done so wrong? 
Is it because they just simply exist? They wonder, 
Why are they no longer seen as strong?
By the end of the day when they kneel on their praying knees
And ask the mighty god for answers, and the secretive keys, 
They see no changes, so they repeatedly ask and beg him please. 
Crying they question why they were set forth on this earth, was it just for 
a tease?
Not even the dogs chasing after bones had as many trouble as these

Despite all the crying, I know why the warriors wipe away the salty tears 
from their dried out faces
I’ve also seen the warriors come together, as a pack, protecting their civil 
rights
Picking each other up as they fall like dominos
One by one. 
They feel the future is coming up, but where god leads them, no one 
knows. 
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zabel

lost and found

Lost my freedom and the ability to roam free
And so, with that, I no longer spread my delicate noir wings toward the 
sky. 
I lost my sense of pride to the devil’s quick piercing grip.
And no longer use the skills I used to apply.
My sense of dignity is gone, lost for now, 
Therefore I sleep around with my head held down, 
And my heart down. 
I lost my mind.
So I walk around headless, having nothing to balance on my shoulders. 
Somewhere between then and now, I lost my soul and my feeble spirit. 
So now god lost the path to my motives,
And he has sent out his mighty soldiers. 
His angels have got my in the chokehold, 
And cupid has stabbed me in the chest, enabling back my heart. 
Because of god’s gracious deeds, I have found my life back. 
I no longer walk with my head steeped low, 
Because I have found a new start. 
I regained god’s forgiveness and foresee his good. 
I no longer live wondering if life was god’s course or the devil’s blessing. 
I found my pride, indeed I did, I deserve it, 
Not because I should, but because I could. 
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zabel

monster

My future love, my monogamy, tell me,
Would you understand me? No doubt know my name?
Would you put me to shame and play me with all those zany games?
And finish me off with cuts and bruises, left for decease
If I said yes, I wonder, would your cunning acts continue?
Or would this only cause a disturbance of peace? 
Would the sudden change make your aggression severe?
I wonder if the bottles would stumble down your throat
Until they disappear
One by one, altering your face, your eyes longing in a daze. 
My future love, my monogamy, tell me
Would you continue to spit vulgar words, and push my head? Your hand 
a magnet.
My mouth opened, shouting, the routine starting in seconds of three
After two seconds, will I have to smash you
With a compact object, your head bleeding?
Will you turn at the last second, bruised, and eyes filled with glee?
My future love, my monogamy, tell me
Did I dread the day we wed?
Was I destined with a monster that lies in my bed?

Despite your malicious disposition, I will love you
And lay in the covers with you and my thousand regrets. 
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redwood weaver

hope

Hope is something you can give even if you don’t have anything at all.  We 
can’t see hope we don’t know if it’s big or if it’s tall, you may not have a dime 
but be full of hope.  Can you buy hope?  Nope.  It’s something you can lose 
and find just as fast, and when it comes you will say at last now I can move 
up and out.  So when it hit you give some out and be part of this race to 
make this life a more hopeful place.

late last night

Late last night I seen your face
Odd seeing as how I’m in this place, 
Been here a long time
But I think of you every time I hear that song,
All summer long,
That’s what the kid said 
But he never knew about the nights we spend in bed
Me asleep, Your hand still running up and down my face
God sometimes I can’t stand this place.  I’m doing my time now
Don’t trip baby it’s fine
You’re still with me
At least in my mind, 
Sometimes I pick up the phone to call, 
But what if some NAC picks up and says his name
So who cares it ain’t me
Do you know who I’d blame
Not you, I would blame me.
We had a g-thing baby 
Now I’d be lucky for late night tips 
So when I see your face in my dreams
It’s one hell of a trip
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redwood weaver

untitled

Lost in my mind time stands still
Everything in my soul tells me to kill,
Lost from the time I was a boy,
My mind never stopping,
And with this hand full of pill I stay popping,
I need every one in my head to stop talking
If just for one sec,
It’s Steve vs. Redwood time
Steve tries to do good but Redwood says bad is just fine.
Feels like he wins most of the time
So in prison walls I spend a lifetime
Missing out on life’s joy 
Along in my mind, still just a lost boy.
Never too late to be a man
Tell that to someone who has spent his life in the can
A man can stand on his feet
But I can’t seem to find my way on the streets
So if you feel me speak up and speak out
Before the judge hands more time out
Let’s all get out and stay free 
And lost boys we will not be.
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rusty shackleford

i wish i had known

Dear life,

When I awake you’re already moving.  I ask if you slept but there’s no 
response.  Typical.  Lately you’re too busy for me and you let me know 
subtly that I don’t appreciate you as I should.  I’m a risk taker, always have 
been.  That bothers you because it puts us both in jeopardy.

Live a little, I cry.  Your response cuts like a sabre.  Uh, what the hell do 
you think I’ve been doing.  Forget it.  I’m not doing this today.  We always 
fight over what’s best and when.  It’s getting tougher and some days it’s 
unbearable but the thought of losing you is one thing I never entertain.  I 
think back on our good times and try to forget all the bad.
 
You remind me the worst days make me better.  I don’t believe it.  Trust 
me you exclaim.  That’s hard for me because I’ve never trusted in anything.  
Trust inevitably sets us up for failure but maybe, just maybe today could 
be different.  There’s the possibility it could work for us after all.  We could 
be happy together.  We will be happy together.  For now though the motto 
is like an A.A. meeting: “One day at a time” or one of my mother’s beloved 
programs, “One Life to Live.” All that being said, I wish I’d have known 
how much I could love you and still disrespect you at the same time.  Don’t 
ever leave me.
         
Sincerely,
         
Your partner
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rusty shackleford

just because

Just because I am wearing my hair in Dreadlocks
Doesn’t mean I smoke weed everyday
Doesn’t mean I answer to “Rasta”
Doesn’t mean I own the movie “Cool Runnings”
Doesn’t mean I am stoked to be wherever I am, brah
Doesn’t mean I have a wardrobe that resembles the Jamaican flag.
I am…wait never mind.  I am all those things.
Just because I am from Texas
Doesn’t mean I am a cowboy
Doesn’t mean I like the TV show “Dallas”
Doesn’t mean I haven’t heard your steers and queers joke a million times.  
It’s still not funny.
Doesn’t mean I am from a family that has “old” money
Doesn’t mean I want to secede from the union
I am an American

I sit down on the beach for a quick reprieve.  The sand resembles the 
morning cappuccino I began the day with.  I exhale, sigh rather, as I take 
in my surroundings.  The sapphire sea dances in front of me but is unable 
to be heard as kids yell out a beach volleyball score above a Katy Perry-Just 
Bieber ballad.  Wait, aren’t they like 50 now….Just saying…

Anyways I moved to Fiji before the island craze.  You know when tiki huts 
and coconuts weren’t the new black.  Now it’s an absolute mess.  Litter.  
Glitter.  And twitter.  Not in that order of course.  My escape has become 
ironically my confinement.

Why don’t I move, you ask?  What and carry this 430 lb Jansport around?  
The combined weight of my wife and kids, Lauren’s moccasins, and Rubik’s 
cube.  Should have dumped them a long time ago.  But you know, the litter 
thing.  So for now I accept my destiny, fate, as it were, and build a sand 
castle.  Besides, after a while Katy Perry grows on you.

the backpack
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stimpy

jail

I went to jail.
It was an epic fail.
I cannot get out 
For I have no bail.
Sometimes I get mail.
The bread is dry and stale.
I’m hungry and I’m frail.
My skin is dry and pale.
It makes me wanna WAIL!
Most of the time I stare at the tile
And then I stare at the wall for a while
And when it’s time to eat our meals,
We have to stand in single file.
Too bad my friend just lost his trial…
At two I read the dictionary
At three I watch a movie that’s scary.
At four they force us in our cells
I wish I had some commissary…
At five o’clock, the doors go “POP!”
We walk like cattle to receive our slop.
At 6 o’clock, in the shower I hop.
The floors are so grody, I wear flip-flops.
Then 7 o’clock, 8 o’clock, 9 and 10.
They lock us down all over again.
I “X” off the day on my calendar,
So that I know how long it’s been.
I brush my teeth and wash my face.
As I reflect upon my day.
And then I listen to “Coast-to-Coast”
On channel 850-KOA.
My eyes get tired and I rest my head
On my plastic pillow, in my metal bed.
And I dream of being somewhere else. 
To awaken and realize I’m here instead.
I’m in jail.
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stimpy
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char-lay!

brain boggle

Eastside to the Westside,
That’s how Charlee rides!
Going to the Big house and gotta be sacrificed…
Why oh why does I gotta fly high?
Don’t make sense for long neck bottles when I don’t even drink!
Blake Shelton likes doing what she likes = what about me
Oh don’t you see = I’m away from flees!
Glad to leave theses knacks make me wanna smoke crack = AGAIN!! 
(LOL)
Them days are done, but life can be fun!!
Don’t want just go out and do ok 
God Bless ya and have fun = live like there’s no manana 
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donna s. 

these are the things

These are the things I didn’t like when I was always high
Not knowing Jesus, always staying high
and always seeing my friends and I slowly die
These are the things I like the most now that I am not high
Finding Jesus, staying sober and seeing my hurt and pain can be 
overcome in a different way
So thank you Jesus for today
I see my lie not the same old way.
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susan h. 

Dear MoM,

I hope you stay in there for at least 10 years. I want you to feel the pain I felt 
when my mom was not there for me. So you are going to feel how it feels 
and you were only there for me for 4 years of my life. To be honest I don’t 
think you should even be in my little sisters’ lives because they are getting 
older and they will understand more. You have done this to Destiny and 
me, so I am not going to let you do this to my little sisters. But you are their 
mom, so Destiny and I are really the only ones they can call mom. That is 
all I have to say. 

Author note: To all mothers out there that still have the chance to change and 
be there for their children. Think before you act cuz it may be too late when 
your child sends you a letter like this. 
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Most beginnings begin at the beginning of something
either it be your life, your existence. In the beginning there
was light and so on.
But what if my beginning starts at my ending? Not the
end of my life but at the end of my cognitive life? The
End of my “going to jail and missing my family” life?
The end of my “I’ll just use drugs in between my U.A. 
call in” life. The barely “skating by sober” life. 
Because that’s where my beginning is. At the 
Beginning of the Ending.
I see through clear glasses today, not the rosy, 
cracked lenses of my old sunglasses. I see real
smiles on my parent’s faces, on my son’s and 
daughter’s faces. Even on our dog, Scruffy’s face! And 
in the first time, in a long time, they see my real smile
right back at them. No shadows do I hide, none are hidden in or
around me, this time! I feel alive, again – not just your “typical
happy to be alive again,” but truly deep breathing, smelling the roses
type of alive again. Maybe that sounds corney to you, but it sounds 
really good to me – not fakey, or hollow – just really good. And I 
know in my heart of hearts, that this is truly a new beginning for
me! I see me working real jobs, making honest money and real
job contacts – pushing me along a good path, towards my chosen 
career, the one I got my associates degree for! I see a place of 
my own, my very own home, where my children come to stay, where
my grandchildren come to play. It was my Ending, which became my 
beginning. I am so very grateful for God’s love and patience, to help 
me on my new adventure, on being a real person. On my beginning. 

beginnings and endings

d. baker
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maybe i’ll stay

Maybe I should just stay here - 
for a little while.
Here, where I am known,
and liked.
And where I make everyone smile.

Maybe I should just stay here – 
for another hour, one more day.
Here where I remember my god,
where I remember to pray,
where I feel ok.

Maybe I should just stay here, 
in my white stones jail
Here, where I am a comedian,
an artist, and a singer.
Here, where I’m not afraid I’ll fail.

Maybe I should just stay here,
where I seem to fit in,
to belong.
Here, where, when I sing aloud,
everyone loves to hear my song.

Yes, maybe I’ll just stay here.
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